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The Primate Origins of Human Nature
Carel P. Van Schaik  (Previously Announced )

 ● The Primate Origins of Human Nature (Volume 3 in The Foundations of Human Biology 
series) blends several elements from evolutionary biology as applied to primate behavioral ecology 
and primate psychology, classical physical anthropology and evolutionary psychology of humans 

 ● Defines the human species relative to our living and extinct relatives, and thus highlights uniquely 
derived human features 

 ● Features a truly multi-disciplinary, multi-theory, and comparative species approach to subjects not 
usually presented in textbooks focused on humans, such as the evolution of culture, life history, 
parenting, and social organization

Print ISBN: 978-0-470-14763-4 (Cloth) US$169.95 • JAN 2016 • 560PP

9 780470 147634

ISBN 047014763-6
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Social & Cultural Anthropology

A Companion to the Anthropology of Education
Bradley A. Levinson & Mica Pollock  (Previously Announced )

 ● A Companion to the Anthropology of Education presents a comprehensive and state-of-the-art 
overview of the field, exploring the social and cultural dimension of educational processes in both 
formal and non-formal settings

 ● Explores theoretical and applied approaches to cultural practice in a diverse range of educational 
settings around the world, in both formal and non-formal contexts

 ● Includes contributions by leading educational anthropologists
 ● Integrates work from and on many different national systems of scholarship, including China, the 

United States, Africa, the Middle East, Colombia, Mexico, India, the United Kingdom, and Denmark
 ● Examines the consequences of history, cultural diversity, language policies, governmental mandates, 

inequality, and literacy for everyday educational processes

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-11166-5 (Paper) US$54.95 • NOV 2015 • 592PP
9 781119 111665

ISBN 111911166-8
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General & Introductory Art & Applied Arts

A Companion to British Art
1600 to the Present  (Previously Announced )
Dana Arnold & David Peters Corbett

 ● This companion is a collection of newly-commissioned essays written by leading scholars in the 
field, providing a comprehensive introduction to British art history

 ● A generously-illustrated collection of newly-commissioned essays which provides a comprehensive 
introduction to the history of British art

 ● Combines original research with a survey of existing scholarship and the state of the field
 ● Touches on the whole of the history of British art, from 800-2000, with increasing attention paid to 

the periods after 1500
 ● Provides the first comprehensive introduction to British art of the eighteenth, nineteenth, and 

twentieth centuries, one of the most lively and innovative areas of art-historical study
 ● Presents in depth the major preoccupations that have emerged from recent scholarship, including 

aesthetics, gender, British art's relationship to Modernity, nationhood and nationality, and the 
institutions of the British art world

Intended Audience: This book is intended to be a comprehensive introduction to British art history, 
from 800-2000, though with increasing attention being paid to the periods after 1500. 

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-17011-2 (Paper) US$54.95 • JAN 2016 • 592PP

9 781119 170112

ISBN 111917011-7
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Biennials, Triennials, and Documenta
The Exhibitions That Created Contemporary Art 
Anthony Gardner & Charles Rick Green

 ● Examines in-depth how the growing popularity of large-scale international survey exhibitions, or 
'biennials', has influenced global contemporary art since the 1950s

 ● Provides a comprehensive global history of biennialization from the rise of the European star-curator 
in the 1970s to the emergence of mega-exhibitions in Asia in the 1990s

 ● Introduces a global array of case studies to illustrate the trajectory of biennials and their growing 
influence on artistic expression, from the Biennale de la Méditerranée in Alexandria, Egypt in 1955, 
the second Havana Biennial of 1986, New York's Whitney Biennial in 1993, 
and the 2002 Documenta11 in Kassel, to the Gwangju Biennale of 2014

 ● Explores the evolving curatorial approaches to biennials, including analysis 
of the roles of sponsors, philanthropists and biennial directors and their 
re-shaping of the contemporary art scene

 ● Uses the history of biennials as a means of illustrating and inciting further 
discussions of globalization in contemporary art

Print ISBN: 978-1-444-33664-1 (Cloth) US$89.95 / 978-1-444-33665-8 (Paper) US$39.95 • APR 2016 • 288PP

9 781444 336658

ISBN 144433665-7
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Ancient & Classical Studies

A Companion to Science, Technology, and Medicine in  
Ancient Greece and Rome, (Two Volumes)
Georgia L. Irby

 ● Brings a fresh perspective to the study of these disciplines in the ancient world, with 60 chapters 
examining these topics from a variety of critical and technical perspectives. 

 ● Begins coverage in 600 BCE and includes sections on the later Roman Empire and beyond, 
featuring discussion of the transmission and reception of these ideas into the Renaissance

 ● Investigates key disciplines, concepts, and movements in ancient science, technology, and medicine 
within the historical, cultural, and philosophical contexts of Greek and Roman society

 ● Organizes its content in two halves: the first focuses on mathematical and natural sciences; the 
second focuses on cultural applications and interdisciplinary themes

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-37267-8 (Cloth) US$325.00 • MAR 2016 • 1096PP 9 781118 372678

ISBN 111837267-0
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Roman Studies

A Companion to Roman Italy
Alison Cooley  (Previously Announced )

 ● A Companion to Roman Italy investigates the impact of Rome in all its forms – political, cultural, 
social, and economic--upon Italy's various regions, as well as the extent to which unification 
occurred as Rome became the capital of Italy

 ● The collection presents new archaeological data relating to the sites of Roman Italy
 ● Contributions discuss new theories of how to understand cultural change in the Italian peninsula
 ● Combines detailed case-studies of particular sites with wider-ranging thematic chapters
 ● Leading contributors not only make accessible the most recent work on Roman Italy, but also offer 

fresh insight on long standing debates

Print ISBN: 978-1-444-33926-0 (Cloth) US$195.00 • FEB 2016 • 576PP
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ISBN 144433926-5
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A Companion to the Etruscans
Sinclair Bell & Alexandra A. Carpino  (Previously Announced )

 ● This new collection presents a rich selection of innovative scholarship on the Etruscans, a vibrant, 
independent people whose distinct civilization flourished in central Italy for most of the first millennium 
BCE and whose artistic, social and cultural traditions helped shape the ancient Mediterranean, 
European, and Classical worlds 

 ● Includes contributions from an international cast of both established and emerging scholars
 ● Offers fresh perspectives on Etruscan art and culture, including analysis of the most up-to-date 

research and archaeological discoveries
 ● Reassesses and evaluates traditional topics like architecture, wall painting, ceramics, and sculpture 

as well as new ones such as textile archaeology, while also addressing themes that have yet to be 
thoroughly investigated in the scholarship, such as the obesus etruscus, the function and use of 
jewelry at different life stages, Greek and Roman topoi about the Etruscans, the Etruscans' 
reception of ponderation, and more

 ● Counters the claim that the Etruscans were culturally inferior to the Greeks and Romans by 
emphasizing fields where the Etruscans were either technological or artistic pioneers and by 
reframing similarities in style and iconography as examples of Etruscan agency and

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-35274-8 (Cloth) US$195.00 • FEB 2016 • 528PP

9 781118 352748

ISBN 111835274-2
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Greek Sculpture
Mark D. Fullerton

 ● Presents a chronological overview of the plastic and glyptic art forms in the ancient Greek world 
from the emergence of life-sized marble statuary at the end of the seventh century BC to the 
appropriation of Greek sculptural traditions by Rome in the first two centuries AD

 ● Compares the evolution of Greek sculpture over the centuries to works of contemporaneous 
Mediterranean civilizations

 ● Emphasizes looking closely at the stylistic features of Greek sculpture, illustrating these observations 
where possible with original works rather than copies

 ● Places the remarkable progress of stylistic changes that took place in 
Greek sculpture within a broader social and historical context

 ● Facilitates an understanding of why Greek monuments look the way they 
do and what ideas they were capable of expressing

 ● Focuses on the most recent interpretations of Greek sculptural works while considering the fragile 
and fragmentary evidence uncovered

Print ISBN: 978-1-444-33980-2 (Cloth) US$119.95 / 978-1-444-33979-6 (Paper) US$54.95 • APR 2016 • 376PP

9 781444 339796

ISBN 144433979-6
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ISBN 144433980-X
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Roman Culture

A Companion to the Flavian Age of Imperial Rome
Andrew Zissos  (Previously Announced )

 ● A Companion to the Flavian Age of Imperial Rome provides a systematic and comprehensive 
examination of the political, economic, social, and cultural nuances of the Flavian Age (69–96 CE)

 ● Includes contributions from over two dozen Classical Studies scholars organized into six thematic 
sections

 ● Illustrates how economic, social, and cultural forces interacted to create a variety of social worlds 
within a composite Roman empire

 ● Concludes with a series of appendices that provide detailed chronological and demographic 
information and an extensive glossary of terms

 ● Examines the Flavian Age more broadly and inclusively than ever before incorporating coverage 
of often neglected groups, such as women and non-Romans within the Empire

Print ISBN: 978-1-444-33600-9 (Cloth) US$195.00 • APR 2016 • 624PP
9 781444 336009

ISBN 144433600-2
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Teaching and Training for Global Engineering
Perspectives on Culture and Communication Practices  (Previously Announced )
Kirk St.Amant

 ● Provides a foundation for understanding a range of linguistic, cultural, and technological factors to 
effectively practice international communication in a variety of professional communication arenas

 ● An in-depth analysis of how cultural factors influence translation, document design, and visual 
communication

 ● A review of approaches for addressing the issue of international communication in a range of 
classes and training sessions 

 ● A summary of strategies for engaging in effective e-learning in international contexts
 ● A synopsis of how to incorporate emerging media into international teaching and training practices

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-32802-6 (Paper) US$69.95 • MAR 2016 • 304PP 9 781118 328026

ISBN 111832802-7
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General Communication & Media Studies

The Handbook of International Crisis  
Communication Research
Andreas Schwarz, Matthew W. Seeger & Claudia Auer

 ● Articulates a broader understanding of crisis communication, discussing the theoretical, 
methodological, and practical implications of domestic and transnational crises, featuring the work 
of global scholars from a range of sub-disciplines and related fields

 ● Provides the first integrative international perspective on crisis communication
 ● Explores the topic from cross-national and cross-cultural crisis communication approaches
 ● Includes research and scholars from countries around the world and representing all regions
 ● Discusses a broad range of crisis types, such as war, terrorism, natural disasters, pandemia, and 

organizational crises

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-51676-8 (Cloth) US$TBA • JUN 2016 • 584PP
9 781118 516768

ISBN 111851676-1
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New Media

A Companion to Digital Art
Christiane Paul

 ● Reflecting the dynamic creativity of its subject, this definitive guide spans the evolution, aesthetics, 
and practice of today's digital art, combining fresh, emerging perspectives with the nuanced insights 
of leading theorists

 ● Showcases the critical and theoretical approaches in this fast-moving discipline
 ● Explores the history and evolution of digital art; its aesthetics and politics; as well as its often 

turbulent relationships with established institutions
 ● Provides a platform for the most influential voices shaping the current discourse surrounding digital 

art, combining fresh, emerging perspectives with the nuanced insights of leading theorists
 ● Tackles digital art's primary practical challenges -- how to present, document, and preserve pieces 

that could be erased forever by rapidly accelerating technological obsolescence
 ● Up-to-date, forward-looking, and critically reflective, this authoritative new collection is informed 

throughout by a deep appreciation of the technical intricacies of digital art

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-47520-1 (Cloth) US$TBA • MAR 2016 • 640PP

9 781118 475201

ISBN 111847520-8
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A Companion to the War Film
Douglas A. Cunningham

 ● Contains 27 original essays that examine all aspects of the genre, from the traditional war film, to 
the new global nature of conflicts, to the diverse formats war stories assume in today's digital culture

 ● Includes new work from experienced and emerging scholars that expands the scope of the genre 
by applying fresh theoretical approaches and archival resources to the study of war film

 ● Moves beyond the limited confines of "the combat film" to cover home-front films, international and 
foreign language films, and a range of conflicts and time periods

 ● Addresses complex questions of gender, race, forced internment, international terrorism, and war 
protest in films such as American Sniper, Good Kill, Grace is Gone, Gran Torino, The Messenger, 
Snow Falling on Cedars, So Proudly We Hail, Tae Guk Gi: The Brotherhood of War, Tender 
Comrade, and Zero Dark Thirty

 ● Provides a nuanced vision of war film that brings the genre firmly into the 21st century and points 
the way for exciting future scholarship

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-28889-4 (Cloth) US$TBA • JUN 2016 • 500PP

9 781118 288894

ISBN 111828889-0
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Race & Ethnicity Studies

Immigrant Families
Cecilia MenjÌvar & Leisy J. Abrego

 ● Aims to capture the richness, complexity, and diversity that characterize contemporary immigrant 
families in the United States. In doing so, it reaffirms that the vast majority of people do not migrate 
as isolated individuals, but are members of families

 ● Highlights the hierarchies and inequities between and within immigrant families created by key axes 
of inequality such as legal status, social class, gender, and generation

 ● Drawing on ethnographic, demographic, and historical scholarship, the authors highlight the 
transnational context in which many contemporary immigrant families live, exploring how families 
navigate care, resources, expectations, and aspirations across borders

 ● Analyzes how dynamics at the individual, family, and community levels 
shape the life chances and wellbeing of immigrants and their families

 ● Encourages students, scholars, and policy makers to center family in their 
discussions, thereby prioritizing the human and relational element of 
human mobility

Print ISBN: 978-0-745-67015-7 (Cloth) US$64.95 / 978-0-745-67016-4 (Paper) US$22.95 • FEB 2016 • 200PP

9 780745 670164

ISBN 074567016-4
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The Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of Race, 
Ethnicity and Nationalism
John Stone, Rutledge M. Dennis, Polly Rizova, Anthony D. Smith & Xiaoshuo Hou

 ● Arranged over five volumes and containing more than 600 entries, this comprehensive and authoritative 
encyclopedia addresses some of the most vital and practical issues of the twenty first century

 ● Comprises entries written by experts from across the social sciences and humanities, as well as 
biologists, psychologists, lawyers, social workers and specialists from business and management

 ● Global in scope with more contributors from Japan, China, Russia, South Asia, the Middle East, 
Africa and Latin America than any other reference on the topic

 ● Explores the importance and impact of race, ethnicity and nationalism on private, public and not-
for-profit organizations and institutions in the modern, global world

 ● Includes essays that incorporate discussion and analysis of exciting new developments in the field
Intended Audience: Essential reference in sociology, anthropology, geography, cultural studies, 
politics, business studies, management and organization studies.

Print ISBN: 978-1-405-18978-1 (Cloth) US$795.00 • MAR 2016 • 2520PP

9 781405 189781

ISBN 140518978-9
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AS & A Level Maths For Dummies
Colin Beveridge  (Previously Announced )

 ● AS & A Level Maths For Dummies offers detailed, simple steps for all of the main types of 
problems you'll face in your exams, offering explanations of how the topics link together, advice on 
how to remember the key facts and methods, and ways to structure revision. Even if your head is 
spinning and you don't know where to begin, this fun and friendly guide gives in-depth support on 
exactly what you need to know

 ● In the big data and digital age, maths skills have never been more important to career success. 
AS & A Level Maths For Dummies guides you through the skills needed to pass the exams taken 
at the end of the first and second year of the course. It begins with the knowledge needed to get 
a top grade at GCSE, followed by sections on Algebra (functions, graph-sketching, and logarithms), 
Geometry (coordinate geometry, trigonometry, and working with shapes) and Calculus (differentiation, 
integration, and differential equations)

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-07846-3 (Paper) US$24.95 • MAR 2016 • 304PP

9 781119 078463

ISBN 111907846-6
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Language Teaching

Applied English Phonology
3rd Edition  
Mehmet Yavas

 ● Now fully updated with the latest research and references, the third edition of Applied English 
Phonology provides a detailed, accessible introduction to the English sound system

 ● Discusses the fundamental concepts of English phonology, from phonetic elements, phonemics, 
and allophonic rules of English consonants and vowels to phonotactics, stress, and intonation

 ● Includes new coverage of waveform analysis, bilingual phonology, code-switching, and loan 
phonology

 ● Expands discussions of L1 contrastive phonological structures and markedness
 ● Supports students and instructors with sound files for transcription exercises and an instructor's 

manual, available upon publication at www.wiley.com/go/yavas3e

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-94452-3 (Paper) US$44.95 • NOV 2015 • 320PP

9 781118 944523

ISBN 111894452-6
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Evaluation & Research Methods

Reproducibility
Principles, Problems, Practices, and Prospects 
Harald Atmanspacher & Sabine Maasen

 ● Featuring peer-reviewed contributions from noted experts in their fields of research, Reproducibility: 
Principles, Problems, Practices, and Prospects presents state-of-the-art approaches to reproducibility, 
the gold standard sound science, from multi- and interdisciplinary perspectives

 ● Includes comprehensive coverage for implementing and reflecting the norm of reproducibility in 
various pertinent fields of research, the book focuses on how the reproducibility of results is applied, 
how it may be limited, and how such limitations can be understood or even controlled in the natural 
sciences, computational sciences, life sciences, social sciences, and studies of science and 
technology

 ● Presents many chapters devoted to a variety of methods and techniques, as well as their epistemic 
and ontological underpinnings, which have been developed to safeguard reproducible research and 
curtail deficits and failures

 ● Investigates the political, historical, and social practices that underlie reproducible research in 
contemporary science studies, including the difficulties of good scientific practice and the ethos of 
reproducibility in modern innovation societies

 ● A guide for researchers who are interested in the general and overarching questions behind the 
concept of reproducibility, for active scientists who are confronted with practical reproducibility 
problems in their everyday work, and for economic stakeholders and political decision makers who 
need to better understand the challenges of reproducibility

 ● A useful in-depth primer for upper-undergraduate and graduate-level courses in scientific 
methodology and basic issues in the philosophy and sociology of science from a modern perspective

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-86497-5 (Cloth) US$109.95 • FEB 2016 • 608PP
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English Language Arts, Teacher’s Grade 10 Bundle
PCG Education  (Previously Announced )

 ● Paths to College and Career is a new, comprehensive English Language Arts curriculum for 
grades 6 to 12 built from the ground up over a three-year period to address the Common Core 
State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts and Literacy

 ● It reflects a deep understanding of the standards and assessments, and is written with a focus on the 
shifts in instructional practice and student experiences the standards require. It includes daily lesson 
plans, guiding questions, recommended texts, scaffolding strategies, and other classroom resources

 ● This set includes the Teacher Guides and Teacher Resource Books for all of the modules in Grade 10
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English Language Arts, Teacher's Grade 12 Bundle
PCG Education  (Previously Announced )

 ● Paths to College and Career is a new, comprehensive English Language Arts curriculum for 
grades 6 to 12 built from the ground up over a three-year period to address the Common Core 
State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts and Literacy

 ● It reflects a deep understanding of the standards and assessments, and is written with a focus on 
the shifts in instructional practice and student experiences the standards require. It includes daily 
lesson plans, guiding questions, recommended texts, scaffolding strategies, and other classroom 
resources

 ● Paths to College and Career's instructional resources address the needs of all learners, including 
students with disabilities, English language learners, and gifted and talented. The curriculum is 
flexible, user friendly, engaging, and purposefully built to prepare students for career, college, and 
life.This set includes the Teacher Guides and Teacher Resource Books for all of the modules in 
Grade 12
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English Language Arts, Teacher’s Grade 9 Bundle
PCG Education  (Previously Announced )

 ● Paths to College and Career is a new, comprehensive English Language Arts curriculum for 
grades 6 to 12 built from the ground up over a three-year period to address the Common Core 
State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts and Literacy

 ● It reflects a deep understanding of the standards and assessments, and is written with a focus on 
the shifts in instructional practice and student experiences the standards require. It includes daily 
lesson plans, guiding questions, recommended texts, scaffolding strategies, and other classroom 
resources

 ● Paths to College and Career's instructional resources address the needs of all learners, including 
students with disabilities, English language learners, and gifted and talented. The curriculum is 
flexible, user friendly, engaging, and purposefully built to prepare students for career, college, and 
life. This set includes the Teacher Guides and Teacher Resource Books for all of the modules in 
Grade 9
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Theory of Education

Wiley Handbook of Learning Technology
Nick Rushby & Dan Surry

 ● An authoritative and up-to-date survey of the fast-growing field of learning technology, from its 
foundational theories and practices to its challenges, trends, and future developments

 ● Offers an examination of learning technology that is equal parts theoretical and practical, covering 
both the technology of learning and the use of technology in learning

 ● Individual chapters tackle timely and controversial subjects, such as gaming and simulation, security, 
lifelong learning, distance education, learning across educational settings, and the research agenda

 ● Designed to serve as a point of entry for learning technology novices, a comprehensive reference 
for scholars and researchers, and a practical guide for education and training practitioners

 ● Includes 29 original and comprehensively referenced essays written by leading experts in 
instructional and educational technology from around the world
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The Discussion Book
50 Great Ways to Get People Talking 
Stephen D. Brookfield & Stephen Preskill

 ● The fifty easily applied techniques in this timely manual spur creativity, stimulate energy, keep 
groups focused, and increase participation. Whether you're teaching classes, facilitating employee 
training, leading organizational or community meetings, furthering staff and professional development, 
guiding town halls, or working with congregations, The Discussion Book is your go-to guide for 
improving any group process

 ● Each of the concrete techniques and exercises is clearly described with guidance on selection and 
implementation, as well as advice on which pitfalls to avoid

 ● All of the techniques offer new ways to engage people and energize groups, get employees, 
students, colleagues, constituents, and community members to participate more fully in deliberative 
decision-making, encourage creativity and openness to new perspectives, increase collaboration 
and build cohesive teams and keep groups focused on important topics and hard-to-address issues

Derived from the authors' decades of experience using these exercises with schools, colleges, 
corporations, the military, social movements, health care organizations, prisons, unions, non-profits, 
and elsewhere, The Discussion Book will help you guide discussions that matter.
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Teaching & Learning (Higher Education)

How to Succeed in College and Beyond
The Art of Learning 
Daniel R. Schwarz

 ● An insightful, inspired guide to the undergraduate experience that helps students balance the joy 
of learning with the necessity of career preparation

 ● Features a wealth of advice for getting the most from an undergraduate education, especially in 
the areas of arts and humanities, written by an experienced educator and mentor

 ● Covers the entire undergraduate experience, from high school preparation, applications, financial 
aid, each undergraduate year from freshman to senior, junior year abroad course selection, and 
extra-curricular activities, to independent study, honors essays, graduate school, dissertations, and 
career searches

 ● Discusses the benefits of pursuing an arts and humanities degree including 
how to write effectively, speak articulately, and think critically and discusses 
how to balance the joy and practicality of education in terms of getting 
vocationally-focused qualifications

 ● Packed with information that is as helpful to students as it is to their parents, teachers, and advisors, 
this guide is an indispensible resource for prospective and present undergraduates
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Learning Assessment Techniques
A Handbook for College Faculty 
Elizabeth F. Barkley & Claire Howell Major

 ● Learning Assessment Techniques provides 50 easy-to-implement active learning techniques that 
gauge student learning across academic disciplines and learning environments. Using Fink's 
Taxonomy of Significant Learning as its organizational framework, it embeds assessment within 
active learning activities

 ● Each technique features: purpose and use, key learning goals, step-by-step implementation, online 
adaptation, analysis and reporting, concrete examples in both on-site and online environments, and 
key references--all in an easy-to-follow format

 ● The book includes an all-new Learning Goals Inventory, as well as more than 35 customizable 
assessment rubrics, to help teachers determine significant learning goals and appropriate techniques

 ● This book also provides access to a downloadable worksheet to guide teachers through the seven 
steps of the Learning Assessment Techniques planning and implementation cycle
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Everyday Lessons from the Science of Learning 
James Lang

 ● In Small Teaching, James Lang presents a strategy for improving student learning with a series of 
modest but powerful changes that make a big difference--many of which can be put into practice 
in a single class period. These strategies are designed to bridge the chasm between primary 
research and the classroom environment in a way that can be implemented by any faculty in any 
discipline, and even integrated into pre-existing teaching techniques

 ● Each chapter introduces a basic concept in cognitive theory, explains when and how it should be 
employed, and provides firm examples of how the intervention has been or could be used in a 
variety of disciplines. Small teaching techniques include brief classroom or online learning activities, 
one-time interventions, and small modifications in course design or communication with students
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Teaching and Learning STEM
A Practical Guide 
Richard M. Felder & Rebecca Brent

 ● Educational research has repeatedly shown that compared to traditional teacher-centered instruction, 
certain learner-centered methods lead to improved learning outcomes, greater development of 
critical high-level skills, and increased retention in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics 
(STEM) disciplines

 ● Teaching and Learning STEM presents a trove of practical research-based strategies for designing 
and teaching courses and assessing students' learning

 ● The book draws on the authors' extensive backgrounds and decades of experience in STEM 
education and faculty development. Its engaging and well-illustrated descriptions will equip you to 
implement the strategies in your courses and to deal effectively with problems (including student 
resistance) that might occur in the implementation
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Student Affairs & Development (Higher Education)

Assessment in Student Affairs, Second Edition
John H. Schuh, J. Patrick Biddix, Laura A. Dean & Jillian Kinzie

 ● Assessment in Student Affairs, Second Edition offers a contemporary look at the foundational 
elements and practical application of assessment in student affairs

 ● This book provides a thorough primer on all stages of the assessment process. From planning to 
reporting and beyond, you'll find valuable assessment strategies to help you produce meaningful 
information and improve your program

 ● Combining and updating the thoroughness and practicality of Assessment in Student Affairs and 
Assessment Practice in Student Affairs, this new edition covers design of assessment projects, 
ethical practice, student learning outcomes, data collection and analysis methods, report writing, 
and strategies to implement change based on assessment results

 ● Case studies demonstrate real-world application to help you clearly see how these ideas are used 
effectively every day, and end-of-chapter discussion questions stimulate deeper investigation and 
further thinking about the ideas discussed. The instructor resources will help you seamlessly 
integrate this new resource into existing graduate-level courses
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Generation Z Goes to College
Corey Seemiller & Meghan Grace

 ● Generation Z is rapidly replacing Millennials on college campuses. Those born from  
1995–2010 have different motivations, learning styles, characteristics, skill sets, and social concerns 
than previous generations. Unlike Millennials, Generation Z students grew up in a recession and 
are under no illusions about their prospects for employment after college. While skeptical about the 
cost and value of higher education, they are also entrepreneurial, innovative, and independent 
learners concerned with effecting social change. Understanding Generation Z's mindset and goals 
is paramount to supporting, developing, and educating them through higher education

 ● Generation Z Goes to College blends findings from an in-depth study of 1,200 Generation Z college 
students from 15 vastly different U.S. higher education institutions with studies from youth, market, 
and education research related to this generation. Authors Corey Seemiller and Meghan Grace 
provide interpretations, implications, and recommendations for program, process, and curriculum 
changes that will maximize the educational impact on Generation Z students
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Theory, Research, and Practice,  3rd Edition  
Lori D. Patton, Kristen A. Renn, Florence M. Guido, Stephen John Quaye,  
Nancy J. Evans & Deanna S. Forney

 ● Student Development in College is a key resource for student affairs practitioners, scholars, 
graduate students, and those committed to conscious and intentional student affairs practice. A 
thorough exploration of student development theory, research, and application strategies, this 
invaluable text has been updated to cover the field's latest advances and reflect the most current 
information

 ● The third edition includes new chapters on social class, disability, and emerging theories surrounding 
generational, national, and digital identity--with expanded coverage of faith and gender identity

 ● A new framework presents holistic approaches to student development theory, and provides 
guidance for facilitating dialogues about theory, teaching theory, and the importance of educators 
as consumers of theory. Discussion questions conclude each chapter and vignettes are woven 
throughout to provide practical contexts for theory. Learning activities in the appendix promote 
comprehension and application of theory
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The Handbook of Student Affairs Administration
4th Edition  
George S. McClellan & Jeremy Stringer

 ● The Handbook of Student Affairs Administration is a comprehensive and thoughtful resource for 
the field, with expert insight on the issues facing student affairs. This fourth edition has been fully 
updated to reflect the most current and effective practices in student affairs administration

 ● New chapters address persistence, retention, and completion; teaching and learning; working with 
athletics and recreation; leadership; purpose and civic engagement; spirituality; and fundraising. 
Emerging populations are discussed throughout, featuring specific advice for working with veterans 
and dual-enrolling high school students. New material includes the role of student affairs in study 
abroad programs, student use of technology and using social media to serve students, working 
with student athletes, and more
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Adult & Continuing Education

Facilitating Learning with the Adult Brain in Mind
A Conceptual and Practical Guide 
Kathleen Taylor & Catherine Marienau

 ● Based in both research and practice, this book is written in an engaging voice that synthesizes current 
literature on brain function with practical approaches for adult learning facilitators. The book begins 
with a brief overview of the brain, explored with stories and analogies rather than anatomical detail

 ● The core of the book examines specific approaches to practice that will work for adult learning 
facilitators in any setting

 ● Finally, the concluding section examines theories and models that illuminate these practices, 
including other areas such as adult development, psychology, and philosophy
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Department Chairs (Higher Education)

Communication Strategies for Managing Conflict
A Guide for Academic Leaders 
Mary Lou Higgerson

 ● Communication Strategies for Managing Conflict gives academic leaders the tools and insight they 
need to effectively manage conflict affiliated with leading change and problematic faculty performance

 ● Using case studies that bring typical issues to light, this book guides you through difficult situations 
with strategies and analyses of key issues, variables, and options. The real-life examples show you 
effective conflict management at work, and provide direct application to your own tricky leadership 
situations. You'll learn how to deal with difficult people, how to have difficult conversations, and how 
to successfully manage change in the face of departmental resistance

 ● Written by an experienced academic leader, consultant, and writer, this practical guide provides the 
leadership training academics wish they already had
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Better Feedback for Better Teaching
A Practical Guide to Improving Classroom Observations 
Jeff Archer, Steven Cantrell, Steven L. Holtzman, Jilliam N. Joe, Cynthia M. Tocci & Jess Wood

 ● Better Feedback for Better Teaching is an essential resource for school, district, and state, leaders 
committed to high-quality classroom observations

 ● This practical guide outlines the knowledge and skills classroom observers need to identify and 
help develop effective teaching, and explains how leaders can best facilitate the development of 
classroom observers

 ● Better Feedback for Better Teaching provides helpful, reliable strategies from leading experts and 
practitioners involved in the Measures of Effective Teaching (MET) project, which carried out one 
of the largest, most influential studies of classroom observations to date
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Navigating the Common Core with  
English Language Learners
Developing Higher-Order Thinking Skills 
Larry Ferlazzo & Katie Hull Sypnieski

 ● Navigating the Common Core with English Language Learners is the much-needed practical guide 
for ESL/ELL instructors

 ● Written by experienced teachers of English Language Learners, this book provides a sequel to the 
highly-regarded ESL/ELL Teacher's Survival Guide and is designed to help teachers implement the 
Common Core in the ELL classroom

 ● You'll find a digest of the latest research and developments in ELL education, along with 
comprehensive guidance in reading and writing, social studies, math, science, Social Emotional 
Learning and more. The Common Core is discussed in the context of ESL, including the opportunities 
and challenges specific to ELL students. Ready-to-use lesson plans and reproducible handouts 
help you bring these ideas into the classroom, and expert guidance helps you instill the higher-order 
thinking skills the Common Core requires
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Leadership & Administration (K-12)

Personalizing 21st Century Education
A Framework for Student Success 
Dan Domenech, Morton Sherman & John L. Brown

 ● Personalizing 21st Century Education This book explores the meaning of and a possible future 
direction for education in the 21st century--an education that transcends the archaic factory model 
of teaching and learning to which most students in public schools are still exposed

 ● The authors examine the historical origins of most modern school cultures--i.e., a commitment to 
standardization, depersonalization, and test-driven metrics that ignore the complexity and totality 
of the whole child. Throughout the book are success stories showcasing schools and districts that 
are currently "beating the odds" and providing a truly personalized learning environment for their 
students. The authors outline key components of a personalized learning system, including

 ● For leaders, teachers, and other stakeholders, Personalizing 21st Century Education presents a 
vision for an individualized educational system that transcends current factory models and prepares 
students to be competitive in tomorrow's global economy
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The Art of Coaching Teams
Building Resilient Communities that Transform Schools 
Elena Aguilar

 ● The Art of Coaching Teams is the manual you never received when you signed on to lead a team
 ● You'll find practical suggestions, tools, and clear instructions for the logistics of team development 

as well as for building trust, developing healthy communication, and managing conflict
 ● Inside these pages you'll find concrete guidance on designing agendas, making decisions, 

establishing effective protocols, and more; boosting your resilience, understanding and managing 
your emotions, and meeting your goals; cultivating your team's emotional intelligence and dealing 
with cynicism; and utilizing practical tools to create a customized framework for developing highly 
effective teams
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The Together Leader
Get Organized to Increase Your Impact 
Maia Heyck-Merlin

 ● The Together Leader is focused on helping you think about your own time and your people's time 
as a manager

 ● This book is about developing tools, habits and systems to effectively and efficiently lead a team; 
creating plans for expected work, so we can deal with the unanticipated when it inevitably arises 
and is the nuts and bolts of effective time management in a leadership role

 ● The title is unique because it's designed for leaders in mission-driven settings. Mission-driven 
settings may be a school, a district, or a nonprofit. Why is mission-driven work so different? It's 
because the goals are ambitious, the To-Do lists at never ending, and the passion for our work is 
enduring. And mission-driven leaders carry a second layer of duty as well: to CARE DEEPLY about 
the work and its impact. It's personal. We are fighting the good fight, and any second not devoted 
to our mission can feel wasted or callous

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-98752-0 (Paper) US$TBA • APR 2016 • 352PP
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Breakthrough Principals
A Step-by-Step Guide to Building Stronger Schools 
Jean Desravines, Jaime Aquino & Benjamin Fenton

 ● Breakthrough Principals is a detailed field guide of the school practices and principal actions found 
in the highest-gaining urban public schools

 ● New Leaders developed their Transformational Leadership Framework (TLF) to understand exactly 
what schools achieving dramatic gains are doing and to share that knowledge throughout the school 
leadership community. Armed with this knowledge and aligned system supports, educational 
leaders--whether they are principals, assistant principals, teacher leaders, or district administrators-
-can drive significant gains in student achievement and help close the achievement gap

 ● The book is based on over 100 visits and case studies of schools that were identified as achieving 
dramatic gains, and draws on the latest research on the practices of effective schools, turnaround 
schools, secondary schools, and leadership

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-80117-8 (Paper) US$TBA • APR 2016 • 304PP

9 781118 801178
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Literacy & Reading

English Language Arts, Grade 6 Module 4
Research, Decision Making, and Forming Positions, Student Journal 
PCG Education

In Module 4 of Grade 6, students explore the benefits and harmful consequences of the use of the 
controversial pesticide DDT. Students read the novel Frightful’s Mountain by Jean Craighead George, 
citing evidence and drawing inferences from this compelling text as they begin to think about the 
interactions between people and the natural world. They also will read informational texts and watch 
videos to gather evidence and trace arguments about the uses, benefits, and harmful consequences 
of DDT. Students also will engage in a research project, continuing to explore the central question of 
the module, synthesizing all their reading in order to make and present their own evidence-based claim 
about the use of DDT.

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-10527-5 (Paper) US$9.95 • FEB 2016 • 216PP 9 781119 105275
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English Language Arts, Grade 6 Module 4
Research, Decision Making, and Forming Positions, Teacher Set  (Previously Announced )
PCG Education

 ● The book reflects a deep understanding of the standards and assessments, and is written with a 
focus on the shifts in instructional practice and student experiences the standards require

 ● Paths to College and Career provides teachers, schools, and districts with a concrete and practical 
ELA instructional program that engages students with compelling and complex texts

 ● In Module 4 of Grade 6, students explore the benefits and harmful consequences of the use of the 
controversial pesticide DDT. Students read the novel Frightful’s Mountain by Jean Craighead 
George, citing evidence and drawing inferences from this compelling text as they begin to think 
about the interactions between people and the natural world. They also will read informational texts 
and watch videos to gather evidence and trace arguments about the uses, benefits, and harmful 
consequences of DDT. Students also will engage in a research project, continuing to explore the 
central question of the module, synthesizing all their reading in order to make and present their 
own evidence-based claim about the use of DDT

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-10529-9 (Paper) US$34.95 • FEB 2016 

9 781119 105299
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Reading and Research, Student Journal 
PCG Education

Module 4 of Grade 7 focuses on a "science and society" topic, engaging students in reading compelling 
informational text about adolescent brain development and the effects of entertainment screen time on 
the brain.

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-10537-4 (Paper) US$9.95 • MAR 2016 • 240PP
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English Language Arts, Grade 7 Module 4
Reading and Research, Teacher Set  (Previously Announced )
PCG Education

 ● The book reflects a deep understanding of the standards and assessments, and is written with a 
focus on the shifts in instructional practice and student experiences the standards require. It 
includes daily lesson plans, guiding questions, recommended texts, scaffolding strategies, and other 
classroom resources

 ● Paths to College and Career provides teachers, schools, and districts with a concrete and practical 
ELA instructional program that engages students with compelling and complex texts

 ● Module 4 of Grade 7 focuses on a "science and society" topic, engaging students in reading 
compelling informational text about adolescent brain development and the effects of entertainment 
screen time on the brain

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-10535-0 (Paper) US$34.95 • MAR 2016 

9 781119 105350
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English Language Arts, Grade 8 Module 4
Research, Decision Making, and Forming Positions, Student Journal 
PCG Education

In Module 4 of Grade 8, students analyze arguments and the evidence used to support arguments to 
determine whether sufficient evidence has been used and whether the evidence is relevant in support 
of the claim an author or speaker is making.

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-10555-8 (Paper) US$9.95 • MAR 2016 • 144PP

9 781119 105558
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English Language Arts, Grade 8 Module 4
Research, Decision Making, and Forming Positions, Teacher Set  (Previously Announced )
PCG Education

 ● The book reflects a deep understanding of the standards and assessments, and is written with a 
focus on the shifts in instructional practice and student experiences the standards require. It 
includes daily lesson plans, guiding questions, recommended texts, scaffolding strategies, and other 
classroom resources

 ● Paths to College and Career provides teachers, schools, and districts with a concrete and practical 
ELA instructional program that engages students with compelling and complex texts

 ● In Module 4 of Grade 8, students analyze arguments and the evidence used to support arguments 
to determine whether sufficient evidence has been used and whether the evidence is relevant in 
support of the claim an author or speaker is making

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-10553-4 (Paper) US$34.95 • MAR 2016 

9 781119 105534
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English Language Arts, Grade 9 Module 2
Working with Evidence and Making Claims, Student Journal 
PCG Education

In Module 2 of Grade 9, students engage with literature and nonfiction texts that develop central ideas 
of guilt, obsession, and madness, among others. Students read Edgar Allan Poe's short story "The 
Tell-Tale Heart," Emily Dickinson's poem "I felt a Funeral, in my Brain," the Greek tragedy Oedipus the 
King, and several nonfiction texts. Building on work with evidence-based analysis and debate, students 
will produce evidence-based claims to analyze the development of central ideas and text structure. 
Students will develop and strengthen their writing by revising and editing, and will refine their speaking 
and listening skills through discussion-based assessments.

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12347-7 (Paper) US$6.95 • JAN 2016 • 216PP
9 781119 123477
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Working with Evidence and Making Claims, Teacher Set  (Previously Announced )
PCG Education

 ● The book reflects a deep understanding of the standards and assessments, and is written with a 
focus on the shifts in instructional practice and student experiences the standards require

 ● Paths to College and Career provides teachers, schools, and districts with a concrete and practical 
ELA instructional program that engages students with compelling and complex texts

 ● In Module 2 of Grade 9, students engage with literature and nonfiction texts that develop central 
ideas of guilt, obsession, and madness, among others. Students read Edgar Allan Poe's short story 
"The Tell-Tale Heart," Emily Dickinson's poem "I felt a Funeral, in my Brain," the Greek tragedy 
Oedipus the King, and several nonfiction texts. Building on work with evidence-based analysis and 
debate, students will produce evidence-based claims to analyze the development of central ideas 
and text structure. Students will develop and strengthen their writing by revising and editing, and 
will refine their speaking and listening skills through discussion-based assessments

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12348-4 (Paper) US$34.95 • JAN 2016 

9 781119 123484
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English Language Arts, Grade 9 Module 3
Building and Communicating Knowledge through Research, Student Journal 
PCG Education

In Module 3 of Grade 9, students engage in an inquiry-based, iterative process for research. Building 
on work with evidence-based analysis in Modules 1 and 2 of Grade 9, students explore topics of interest, 
gather research, and generate an evidence-based perspective to ultimately write an informative/
explanatory research paper that synthesizes and articulates their findings. Students use textual analysis 
to surface potential topics for research, and develop and strengthen their writing by revising and editing.

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12345-3 (Paper) US$6.95 • JAN 2016 • 96PP

9 781119 123453
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English Language Arts, Grade 9 Module 3
Building and Communicating Knowledge through Research, 
Teacher Set  (Previously Announced )
PCG Education

 ● The book reflects a deep understanding of the standards and assessments, and is written with a 
focus on the shifts in instructional practice and student experiences the standards require

 ● Paths to College and Career provides teachers, schools, and districts with a concrete and practical 
ELA instructional program that engages students with compelling and complex texts

 ● In Module 3 of Grade 9, students engage in an inquiry-based, iterative process for research. Building 
on work with evidence-based analysis in Modules 1 and 2 of Grade 9, students explore topics of 
interest, gather research, and generate an evidence-based perspective to ultimately write an 
informative/explanatory research paper that synthesizes and articulates their findings. Students use 
textual analysis to surface potential topics for research, and develop and strengthen their writing 
by revising and editing

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12346-0 (Paper) US$34.95 • JAN 2016 
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English Language Arts, Grade 9 Module 4
Understanding, Evaluating, and Writing Argument, Student Journal 
PCG Education

In Module 4 of Grade 9, students read, analyze and evaluate informational and argument writing and 
build, through focused instruction, the skills required to craft strong and well-supported argument writing 
of their own. Through the study of one central text–Sugar Changed the World –and integrating at critical 
points brief, supplementary texts that situate in the present day the central ideas, claims, and arguments 
that arise out of Sugar Changed the World, students learn to think of the products they use and consume 
everyday as part of a complex web of global production and trade that extends not only to distant lands 
but to the past as well.

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12342-2 (Paper) US$6.95 • JAN 2016 • 120PP
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English Language Arts, Grade 10 Module 4
Using Craft and Structure to Develop Characters and Ideas,  
Teacher Set  (Previously Announced )
PCG Education

 ● The book reflects a deep understanding of the standards and assessments, and is written with a 
focus on the shifts in instructional practice and student experiences the standards require

 ● Paths to College and Career provides teachers, schools, and districts with a concrete and practical 
ELA instructional program that engages students with compelling and complex texts

 ● In Module 4 of Grade 10, students read, discuss, and analyze nonfiction and dramatic texts, 
including E. B. White's "Death of a Pig," William Shakespeare's Macbeth, and excerpts from The 
Prince by Niccolò Machiavelli, focusing on how the authors convey and develop central ideas 
concerning imbalance, disorder, tragedy, mortality, and fate. Students also explore how texts are 
interpreted visually, both on screen and on canvas

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12302-6 (Paper) US$34.95 • FEB 2016 
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English Language Arts, Grade 11 Module 3
Researching Multiple Perspectives to Develop a Position, Student Journal 
PCG Education

In Module 3 of Grade 11, students engage in an inquiry-based, iterative process for research. Building 
on work with evidence-based analysis in Modules 1 and 2 of Grade 11, students explore topics that 
have multiple positions and perspectives by gathering and analyzing research based on vetted sources 
to establish a position of their own.

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12361-3 (Paper) US$6.95 • FEB 2016 • 168PP

9 781119 123613
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English Language Arts, Grade 9 Module 4
Understanding, Evaluating, and Writing Argument,Teacher Set  (Previously Announced )
PCG Education

 ● The book reflects a deep understanding of the standards and assessments, and is written with a 
focus on the shifts in instructional practice and student experiences the standards require

 ● Paths to College and Career provides teachers, schools, and districts with a concrete and practical 
ELA instructional program that engages students with compelling and complex texts

 ● In Module 4 of Grade 9, students read, analyze and evaluate informational and argument writing 
and build, through focused instruction, the skills required to craft strong and well-supported argument 
writing of their own. Through the study of one central text–Sugar Changed the World –and 
integrating at critical points brief, supplementary texts that situate in the present day the central 
ideas, claims, and arguments that arise out of Sugar Changed the World, students learn to think 
of the products they use and consume everyday as part of a complex web of global production and 
trade that extends not only to distant lands but to the past as well

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12344-6 (Paper) US$34.95 • FEB 2016 
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English Language Arts, Grade 10 Module 4
Using Craft and Structure to Develop Characters and Ideas, Student Journal 
PCG Education

In Module 4 of Grade 10, students read, discuss, and analyze nonfiction and dramatic texts, including E. 
B. White's "Death of a Pig," William Shakespeare's Macbeth, and excerpts from The Prince by Niccolò  
Machiavelli, focusing on how the authors convey and develop central ideas concerning imbalance, 
disorder, tragedy, mortality, and fate. Students also explore how texts are interpreted visually, both on 
screen and on canvas. 

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12300-2 (Paper) US$6.95 • JAN 2016 • 288PP
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Researching Multiple Perspectives to Develop a Position,  
Teacher Set  (Previously Announced )
PCG Education

 ● The book reflects a deep understanding of the standards and assessments, and is written with a 
focus on the shifts in instructional practice and student experiences the standards require

 ● Paths to College and Career provides teachers, schools, and districts with a concrete and practical 
ELA instructional program that engages students with compelling and complex texts

 ● In Module 3 of Grade 11, students engage in an inquiry-based, iterative process for research. 
Building on work with evidence-based analysis in Modules 1 and 2 of Grade 11, students explore 
topics that have multiple positions and perspectives by gathering and analyzing research based on 
vetted sources to establish a position of their own

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12362-0 (Paper) US$34.95 • FEB 2016 
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Reading Reconsidered
A Practical Guide to Rigorous Literacy Instruction 
Doug Lemov, Colleen Driggs & Erica Woolway

 ● In the 2010 article "Building a Better Teacher"--the article that "launched" Teach Like a Champion, 
journalist Elizabeth Green compared two schools of thought--one that teaching skills were the most 
important driver of classroom learning, the other that content knowledge was the true driver. Some 
readers saw a conflict between these two perspectives

 ● The authors of Reading Reconsidered have always thought that the answer was more complex: 
that technique was irreplaceable and helped teachers maximize the application of their subject 
knowledge but there was also no substitute for content knowledge. Moreover, they believed, there 
were in fact techniques specific to each of the content areas that drive results and could be 
delineated and learned like the general techniques in Teach Like a Champion

 ● Reading Reconsidered is the authors' first effort to take on the challenge of defining subject specific 
methods. It is an anxious time for many teachers but also a time of great opportunity. This book 
will provide a roadmap from confusion to success

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-10424-7 (Paper) US$32.95 • FEB 2016 • 480PP
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English Language Arts, Grade 12 Module 4,  
Teacher Set
PCG Education  (Previously Announced )

 ● The book reflects a deep understanding of the standards and assessments, and is written with a 
focus on the shifts in instructional practice and student experiences the standards require

 ● Paths to College and Career provides teachers, schools, and districts with a concrete and practical 
ELA instructional program that engages students with compelling and complex texts

 ● In Module 4 of Grade 12, students outline, analyze, and evaluate the argument that Michelle 
Alexander makes in The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness, paying 
attention to her use of rhetoric to convey her ideas

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12352-1 (Paper) US$34.95 • FEB 2016 9 781119 123521
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English Language Arts, Grade 12 Module 4
Analyzing the Interaction of Central Ideas and Character Development, Student Journal 
PCG Education

In Module 4 of Grade 12, students outline, analyze, and evaluate the argument that Michelle Alexander 
makes in The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness, paying attention to her 
use of rhetoric to convey her ideas. 

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12351-4 (Paper) US$6.95 • FEB 2016 • 96PP
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Reading and Vocabulary Strategies for College and Career Readiness,  2nd Edition  
PCG Education

 ● Thinkquiry Toolkit 1, Second Edition, is a collection of teacher instructional practices, student 
learning strategies, and collaborative routines that improves reading comprehension and vocabulary 
learning in grades 4 through 12. Each practice, strategy, or routine is research-based, high impact, 
multi-purpose and effective in improving student learning across multiple content areas

 ● The book addresses the importance of the ability to read, write, speak, listen, and think well enough 
to learn whatever one wants to learn, to demonstrate that learning, and to transfer that learning to 
new situations

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12751-2 (Paper) US$29.95 • APR 2016 • 288PP
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Reading & Dyslexia

Dyslexia
A Practitioner's Handbook,  5th Edition  
Gavin Reid

 ● Newly updated, Gavin Reid's best-selling handbook remains an essential resource for those helping 
dyslexic individuals of all ages, from preschoolers to adults in the workplace

 ● Combines theoretical explanations, the latest research, and practical solutions with a focus on 
inclusion and meeting the individual's needs

 ● New and expanded coverage includes: multilingualism; the use of technology; co-existing conditions 
such as dyspraxia, dyscalculia, and ADHD; and positive dyslexia

 ● Assembles the latest policies and best practices for dyslexia from around 
the world, and makes current debates regarding education and literacy 
accessible to trainees and practitioners

Print ISBN:  978-1-118-98004-0 (Cloth) US$119.95 / 978-1-118-98010-1 (Paper) US$49.95  
APR 2016 • 464PP
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History of Science & Medicine

A Companion to the History of Science
Bernard Lightman

 ● Provides a single-volume overview of current scholarship in the history of science edited by one of 
the leading figures in the field

 ● Features forty essays by leading international scholars providing an overview of the key debates 
and developments in the history of science

 ● Reflects the shift towards deeper historical contextualization within the field
 ● Helps communicate and integrate perspectives from the history of science with other areas of 

historical inquiry
 ● Includes discussion of non-Western themes which are integrated throughout the chapters 
 ● Divided into four sections based on key analytic categories that reflect new approaches in the field

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-62077-9 (Cloth) US$195.00 • FEB 2016 • 624PP
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Privacy
A Short History  (Previously Announced )
David Vincent

 ● Privacy: A Short History provides a vital historical account of an increasingly stressed sphere of 
human interaction

 ● Describes the evolution of the concept and practice of privacy from the Middle Ages to the present 
controversy over digital communication and state surveillance provoked by the revelations of 
Edward Snowden

 ● Deploying a range of vivid primary material, the book discusses the 
management of private information in the context of housing, outdoor 
spaces, religious observance, reading, diaries and autobiographies, 
correspondence, neighbours, gossip, surveillance, the public sphere and 
the state

 ● Key developments, such as the nineteenth-century celebration of the 
enclosed and intimate middle-class household, are placed in the context 
of long-term development

 ● Surveys and challenges the main currents in the extensive secondary literature on the subject. It 
seeks to strike a new balance between the built environment and world beyond the threshold, 
between written and face-to-face communication, between anonymity and familiarity in towns and 
cities, between religion and secular meditation, between the state and the private sphere and, above 
all, between intimacy and individualism

 ● Ranging from the fourteenth century to the twenty-first, this book shows that the history of privacy 
has been an arena of contested choices, and not simply a progression towards a settled ideal
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Military History

America, Sea Power, and the World
James C. Bradford

 ● This survey of American naval history features original chapters from key scholars in the field that 
trace the relationship between the American Navy and the position of the United States on the 
global political stage over the past 250 years

 ● Places equal weight on the influence of major wartime campaigns and naval efforts to defend and 
expand America's political and economic interests during times of peace

 ● Includes an array of illustrations and 56 new maps, seamlessly integrated within each chapter
 ● Each chapter features sidebars with biographical sketches of influential 

leaders and descriptions of weapons and technological developments 
of the era
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US History

“Farewell, My Nation”
American Indians and the United States in the Nineteenth Century,  3rd Edition  
Philip Weeks

 ● The fully updated third edition of "Farewell, My Nation" considers the complex and often tragic 
relationships between American Indians, white Americans, and the U.S. government during the 
nineteenth century, as the government tried to find ways to deal with social and political questions 
about how to treat America's indigenous population

 ● Updated to include new scholarship that has appeared since the publication of the second edition 
as well as additional primary source material

 ● Examines the cultural and material impact of Western expansion on the 
indigenous peoples of the United States, guiding the reader through the 
significant changes in Indian-U.S. policy over the course of the nineteenth 
century

 ● Outlines the efficacy and outcomes of the three principal policies toward 
American Indians undertaken in varying degrees by the U.S. government 
– Separation, Concentration, and Americanization – and interrogates their 
repercussions

 ● Provides detailed descriptions, chronology and analysis of the Plains Wars supported by 
supplementary maps and illustrations
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Katherine A.S. Sibley  (Previously Announced )

 ● Explores more than two centuries of literature on the First Ladies, from Martha Washington to 
Michelle Obama, providing the first historiographical overview of these important women in U.S. 
history

 ● Underlines the growing scholarly appreciation of the First Ladies and the evolution of the position 
since the 18th century

 ● Explores the impact of these women not only on White House responsibilities, but on elections, 
presidential policies, social causes, and in shaping their husbands' legacies

 ● Brings the First Ladies into crisp historiographical focus, assessing how these women and their 
contributions have been perceived both in popular literature and scholarly debate

 ● Provides concise biographical treatments for each First Lady
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American Constitutional History: A Brief Introduction
Jack Fruchtman

 ● Presents a concise introduction to the constitutional developments that have taken place over the 
past 225 years, treating trends from history, law, and political science

 ● Reveals the full sweep of constitutional changes through a focus on issues relating to economic 
developments, civil rights and civil liberties, and executive power

 ● Reflects the evolution of constitutional changes all the way up to the conclusion of the June 2015 
Supreme Court term
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The Cold War
A Post-Cold War History,  3rd Edition  
Ralph B. Levering

 ● Now available in a fully revised and updated third edition, The Cold War: A Post-Cold War History 
offers an authoritative and accessible introduction to the history and enduring legacy of the Cold 
War

 ● Thoroughly updated in light of new scholarship, including revised sections on President Nixon’s 
policies in Vietnam and President Reagan’s approach to U.S.-Soviet relations

 ● Features six all new “counterparts” sections that juxtapose important historical figures to illustrate 
the contrasting viewpoints that characterized the Cold War

 ● Argues that the success of Western capitalism during the Cold War laid the groundwork for the 
economic globalization and political democratization that have defined the 21st century

 ● Includes extended coverage of the Cuban Missile Crisis, the most dangerous confrontation of the 
nuclear age thus far
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20th Century America

Democratic Empire
The United States Since 1945 
Jim Cullen

 ● A brief survey of U.S. history since the end of World War II, focusing on popular beliefs, fears, and 
hopes that have shaped American culture and history over the last eight decades

 ● Explores the ways in which the American people's perceptions of power were as significant as the 
realities of that power, and how popular beliefs shaped the events of post-WWII America

 ● Gives particular attention to mass media, the fine arts, and intellectual currents, exploring their role 
in American society

 ● Features "Culture Watch" chapter sidebars which will help students delve 
into particular classic works of American culture

 ● Intermixes political and social history along with cultural history to provide 
a comprehensive narrative
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Understanding History Through Film,  5th Edition  
Steven Mintz, Randy W. Roberts & David Welky

 ● Fully revised, updated, and extended, the fifth edition of Hollywood's America provides an important 
compilation of interpretive essays and primary documents that allows students to read films as 
cultural artifacts within the contexts of actual past events

 ● A new edition of this classic textbook, which ties movies into the broader narrative of US and film history
 ● Contains nine new chapters, with a greater overall emphasis on recent film history, and new primary 

source documents which are unavailable online
 ● Entries range from the first experiments with motion pictures all the way to the present day
 ● Well-organized within a chronological framework with thematic treatments to provide a valuable 

resource for students of the history of American film
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The Vietnam War
A Documentary Reader  (Previously Announced )
Edward Miller

 ● An outstanding collection of primary documents related to America's conflict in Vietnam which 
includes a balance of original American and Vietnamese perspectives, providing a uniquely varied 
range of insights into both American and Vietnamese experiences

 ● Includes substantial non-American content, including many original English translations of 
Vietnamese-authored texts which showcase the diversity and complexity of Vietnamese experiences 
during the war

 ● Contains original American documents germane to the continuing debates about the causes, 
consequences and morality of the US intervention

 ● Incorporates personal histories of individual Americans and Vietnamese
 ● Introductory headnotes place each document in context
 ● Features a range of non-textual documents, including iconic photographs 

and political cartoons
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Ethnic & Immigration History

Mediating Migration
Radha Sarma Hegde  (Previously Announced )

 ● Media practices and the everyday cultures of transnational migrants are deeply interconnected. 
Mediating Migration narrates aspects of the migrant experience as shaped by the technologies of 
communication and the social, political and cultural configurations of neoliberal globalization

 ● Examines the mediated reinventions of transnational diasporic cultures, the emergence of new 
publics and the manner in which nations and migrants connect

 ● By placing migration and media practices in the same frame, the book offers a wide-ranging 
discussion of the contested politics of mobility and transnational cultures of diasporic communities 
as they are imagined, connected and reproduced by various groups, individuals and institutions

 ● Drawing on current events, activism, cultural practices and crises 
concerning immigration, this book is organized around themes: legitimacy, 
recognition, publics, domesticity, authenticity, which speaks to the 
entangled interconnections between media and migration

 ● Mediating Migration will be of interest to students in media and 
communication, cultural studies. The book raises questions that cut across 
disciplines about cutting-edge issues of our times: migration, mobility, 
citizenship and mediated environments
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China and the West to 1600
Empire, Philosophy, and the Paradox of Culture 
Steven Wallech

 ● Explores the factors that led to the divergent evolution of two major cultures of the ancient world, 
and considers how the subsequent developments saw one culture cling to tradition even as the 
other failed to do so, inadvertently setting the stage for the birth of the Modern Era

 ● An accessible and inventive comparative history, suitable for all students at the college level as 
well as general readers

 ● Compares the history of Chinese civilization with Western civilization from the rise of agriculture to 
the dawn of the modern period 

 ● Explores the ways in which Western failures in the Middle Ages after the 
Roman Empire's collapse, and China's successes in the same period, laid 
the groundwork for each culture's divergent path in the modern period 

 ● Makes meaningful connections between cultures and over time, through 
the use of themes such as agriculture, philosophy, religion, and warfare 
and invasion 

 ● Bridges the gap between antiquity and modernity, looking at many factors of the global Middle Ages 
that influenced the development of the modern world 

 ● Features a timeline, maps, endnotes, and complete index
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The Encyclopedia of Empire, 4 Volume Set
John Mackenzie

 ● Available online or as a four-volume print set, The Encyclopedia of Empire provides 
exceptional in-depth, comparative coverage of empires throughout human history and across the 
globe

 ● Features over 400 peer-reviewed entries, including both short definitional entries as well as 
discursive, essay-style articles on major topics and themes

 ● Coverage includes individual empires, people, events and ideas that shaped the imperial experience 
as well as comparative themes such as environment, slavery, law, and weaponry

 ● Reflects the recent resurgence of interest in this interdisciplinary and dynamic field of study, with 
newer approaches included alongside traditional topics

 ● Explore sample articles and more information about this work by visiting www.encyclopediaofempire.com 
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U.S. Interventions in Latin America and the Caribbean
A Short History
Alan McPherson

 ● Presents a concise account of the full sweep of U.S. military invasions and interventions in Central 
America, South America, and the Caribbean from 1800 up to the present day

 ● Engages in debates about the economic, military, political, and cultural motives that shaped U.S. 
interventions in Cuba, Nicaragua, Puerto Rico, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, Panama, Guatemala, 
Mexico, and elsewhere

 ● Deals with incidents that range from the taking of Florida to the Mexican 
War, the War of 1898, the Veracruz incident of 1914, the Bay of Pigs, and 
the 1989 invasion of Panama

 ● Features the responses of Latin American countries to U.S. involvement
 ● Unique coverage of 19th century interventions as well as 20th century 

incidents, and includes a series of helpful maps and illustrations
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Baking for Special Diets
Richard J. Coppedge Jr. & The Culinary Institute of America (CIA)

 ● Baking for Special Diets is designed to take your student's baking knowledge to the 
next-dietary level by articulating the theories of basic nutrition, dietary, or food allergy restrictions, 
ingredients, and how all of these affect the baked goods we make every day

 ● This book provides basic nutritional information as a review or as an introduction to that field of 
study

 ● It includes lessons on the many different dietary situations affecting many customers such as food 
allergies, customer-consumption preferences (whether it be for personal, medical or religious 
beliefs), diabetes management, or overall management of baked goods we love to eat
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Professional Baking
7th Edition  
Wayne Gisslen

Professional Baking is the most widely used textbook for the introductory baking course.
 ● Continues to educate readers with clear, detailed instructions in the theory and techniques necessary 

to meet the demands of the professional kitchen
 ● Comprehensively covers baking basics while also offering enhanced coverage of higher-level 

techniques such as pastry, chocolate, and sugar work
 ● Balancing theory and practice, this text provides both the understanding and performance abilities 

needed to progress and develop in a successful baking career
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Professional Bread Baking
Hans Welker, The Culinary Institute of America (CIA) & Lee Ann Adams

Professional Bread Baking is not only a cookbook providing an array of recipes and 
formulas for finished loaves. The title dives deeper into the discussion about bread, providing a detailed 
reference that will be indispensible for a baker.

 ● This book provides the tools needed to mix, ferment, shape, proof, and bake exceptional artisanal 
bread

 ● Information on the regional shapes of prominent bread baking countries like France, Italy, Germany, 
and more. Includes discussion of the historical significance of some of these products, to formulas 
that accurately produce artisan regional bread and rolls
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Professional Cooking & Culinary Arts

Culinology
The Intersection of Culinary Art and Food Science 
Research Chefs Association

 ● This book will demonstrate how the disciplines of culinary arts and food science work hand in hand 
in the research and development of new manufactured food products for the commercial, retail, 
and foodservice industries

 ● It will be the authoritative source that will add value and relevance to this growing discipline and 
its practitioners

 ● Integrating culinary arts with food science and technology, this book provides the best strategy for 
developing successful food products on a large scale

 ● Real-world applications and business models ground the book and clearly illustrate how the 
concepts and theories work in business and industry
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Hospitality Marketing Management
6th Edition  (Previously Announced )
David C. Bojanic

 ● Hospitality Marketing Management, 6th Edition explores marketing and themes unique to hospitality 
and tourism

 ● The 6th edition presents many new ideas along with established marketing principles, exploring 
not only the foundations of marketing in the hospitality world but also new trends in the industry

 ● Provides insight into consumer behavior and how firms can segment markets and target customers
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Hospitality Special Topics

The Analytic Hospitality Executive
Implementing Data Analytics in Hotels and Casinos  (Previously Announced )
Kelly A. McGuire

 ● The Analytic Hospitality Executive helps decision makers understand big data and how it can drive 
value in the industry

 ● Written by a leading business analytics expert who specializes in hospitality and travel, this book 
draws a direct link between big data and hospitality, and shows you how to incorporate analytics 
into your strategic management initiative. You'll learn which data types are critical, how to identify 
productive data sources, and how to integrate analytics into multiple business processes to create 
an overall analytic culture that turns information into insight

 ● The discussion includes the tools and tips that help make it happen, and points you toward the 
specific places in your business that could benefit from advanced analytics. The hospitality and 
gaming industry has unique needs and opportunities, and this book's targeted guidance provides 
a roadmap to big data benefits
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Wine Production and Quality
2nd Edition  
Keith Grainger & Hazel Tattersall

 ● Explores the techniques of wine production in the vineyard and winery, and considers their impact 
upon the taste, style and quality of wine in the bottle 

 ● Part 1 of the book provides a structured yet easily readable understanding of wine production, from 
vine to bottle. The impact of natural factors, including climate and soil, is considered, together with 
the decisions made and work undertaken in the vineyard and winery

 ● Part 2 looks at quality in wines: the concepts and techniques of tasting are detailed, along with the 
challenges in recognising and assessing quality. Also discussed are the steps producers may take, 
and the limitations they may face, in creating quality wines

 ● Prove valuable to beverage industry professionals, wine trade students, wine merchants, sommeliers, 
restaurateurs, and wine lovers as well as those entering (or thinking of entering) the highly 
competitive world of wine production
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Sociolinguistic Styles
Juan Manuel Hernndez-Campoy  (Previously Announced )

 ● Sociolinguistic Styles presents a new and in-depth, historically rooted overview of the phenomenon 
of style-shifting in sociolinguistic variation. Written by an internationally acclaimed expert in the field, 
the text explores why, where and when it occurs

 ● Full examination of the complex phenomenon of style-shifting in sociolinguistics, focusing on its 
nature and social motivations, as well as on the mechanisms for its usage and its effects

 ● In-depth, up-to-date critical overview of the different theoretical approaches accounting for stylistic 
variation, exploring their historical roots not only in sociolinguistics and stylistics or semiotics but 
also in classical fields such as rhetoric and oratory

 ● Coverage of a wide range of related concepts and issues, from the oldest Greek ethos and pathos or 
Roman elocutio and pronuntiatio to the contemporary enregisterment, stylisation, stance, or crossing
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A Companion to the Brontes
Diane Long Hoeveler & Deborah Denenholz Morse

 ● Brings the latest literary research and theory to bear on the life, work, and legacy of the Brontes family
 ● Includes sections on literary and critical contexts, individual texts, historical and cultural contexts, 

reception studies, and the family's continuing influence
 ● Features in-depth articles written by well-known and emerging scholars from around the world
 ● Addresses topics such as the Gothic tradition, film and dramatic adaptation, psychoanalytic 

approaches, the influence of religion, and political and legal questions of the day – from divorce 
and female disinheritance, to worker reform

 ● Incorporates recent work in Marxist, feminist, post-colonial, and race and gender studies 

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-40494-2 (Cloth) US$195.00 • MAY 2016 • 640PP
9 781118 404942

ISBN 111840494-7

 

A Companion to Virginia Woolf
Jessica Berman

 ● A thorough examination of Woolf's life, work, and multiple contexts in 33 essays written by leading 
scholars in the field

 ● Contains insightful and provocative new scholarship and sketches out new directions for future 
research

 ● Approaches Woolf's writing from a variety of perspectives and disciplines, including modernism, 
post-colonialism, queer theory, animal studies, digital humanities, and the law

 ● Explores the multiple trajectories Woolf's work travels around the world, from the Bloomsbury 
Group, and the Hogarth Press to India and Latin America

 ● Situates Woolf studies at the vanguard of contemporary literature scholarship and the new modernist 
studies

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-45788-7 (Cloth) US$191.95 • APR 2016 • 512PP
9 781118 457887
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A New Companion to Milton
Thomas Corns

 ● Comprises 36 powerful readings of Milton's texts and the contexts in which they were created, each 
written by a leading scholar

 ● Retains 28 of the award-winning essays from the first edition, revised and updated to reflect the 
most recent research

 ● Contains a new section exploring Milton's global impact, in China, India, Japan, Korea, in Spanish 
speaking American and the Arab-speaking world

 ● Includes eight completely new full-length essays, each of which engages closely with Milton's poetic 
oeuvre, and a new chronology which sets Milton's life and work in the context of his age

 ● Explores literary production and cultural ideologies, issues of politics, gender and religion, individual 
Milton texts, and responses to Milton over time

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-82782-6 (Cloth) US$199.95 • MAR 2016 • 688PP
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Robert DeMaria Jr.

 ● Spanning the period from the British Civil War to the French Revolution, the fourth edition of this 
successful anthology brings together an exceptional range of literature, including many works by 
women writers of the period, selections of literature from private and public life, and sources from 
letters to political ballads

 ● Contains additional coverage of canonical writings of the period, adding works by John Dryden, 
Alexander Pope, and Samuel Johnson

 ● Significantly updated throughout, with revised introductions taking recent critical works and editions 
into account. In addition to expanding canonical writings, the anthology now contains four full plays, 
with Aphra Behn's The Rover and John Gay's Beggar's Opera having been added to this edition

 ● Coverage of the development of British literature in the American colonies through the inclusion of 
a selection from Samson Occom and the Declaration of Independence

 ● These works continue the anthology's original commitment to viewing the literary works of the period 
within their cultural context

 ● A valuable student resource that include a chronology of literary as well as political events to help 
guide readers with the broad and deep selection of works from this period

 ● Accompanied by a companion website at www.wiley.com/go/demaria, featuring annotated texts 
edited from the previous edition as well as a range of supplementary material

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-95248-1 (Paper) US$49.95 • FEB 2016 • 1248PP
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Old, Middle & Medieval English Literature

Old English Literature
John D. Niles

 ● This review of the critical reception of Old English literature from 1900 to the present moves beyond 
a focus on individual literary texts so as to survey the different schools, methods, and assumptions 
that have shaped the discipline

 ● Examines the notable works and authors from the period, including Beowulf, the Venerable Bede, 
heroic poems, and devotional literature

 ● Reinforces key perspectives with excerpts from ten critical studies
 ● Addresses questions of medieval literacy, textuality, and orality, as well as style, gender, genre, and 

theme
 ● Embraces the interdisciplinary nature of the field with reference to historical studies, religious 

studies, anthropology, art history, and more

Print ISBN: 978-0-631-22056-5 (Cloth) US$94.95 • MAR 2016 • 368PP
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Literary & Cultural Theory

In Praise of Literature
Zygmunt Bauman   (Previously Announced )

 ● Examines the contentious issue of the relation between literature (and the arts in general) and 
sociology (or, more generally, a branch of the humanities claiming scientific status). While many 
commentators see literature and sociology as radically different vocations, Bauman and Mazzeo 
argue that they are bound together by a common purpose and a shared subject matter. Despite 
the many differences in terms of their methods and their ways of presenting their findings, novels 
and sociological texts are not at cross-purposes. Indeed, it is precisely their differences that make 
them at once indispensable to each other and mutually complementary

 ● Explores the different perspectives, seeking and producing different types of ‘data', but their products 
bear the unmistakable marks of their shared origin. They feed each other and depend on each other 
in terms of their agenda, their discoveries and the contents of their messages. In a world characterized 
by the continuous search for new sensations and the fetishism of consumption, they bring fundamental 
existential questions back to the public agenda. Literature and sociology reveal the truth of the human 
condition only when they stay in one another's company, remaining attentive to each other's findings 
and engaged in a continuous dialogue. For only together can they rise to the challenging task of 
untangling and laying bare the complex intertwining of biography and history as well as of individual 
and society that totality we are constantly shaping while being shaped by it

Print ISBN: 978-1-509-50268-4 (Cloth) US$64.95 • APR 2016 • 180PP
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Encyclopedia of Postcolonial Studies
Sangeeta Ray & Henry Schwarz

 ● Brings together the most wide-ranging and up-to-date scholarship ever assembled on the 
colonial, postcolonial and neo-colonial condition, covering the period from 1492 to the present

 ● Comprises nearly 400 authoritative yet accessible entries on canonical writers, key texts, genres, 
literary debates, colonized regions, and related terminology

 ● Explores examples from Columbus to China; writers from Las Casas to Gayatri Spivak; and topics 
of emerging significance, such as environmentalism, electronic mass media, and the transnational 
social justice movement

 ● Moves on from the emphasis on Europe's control of the colonial process, by focusing on how local 
culture shapes the form of the modern colonial

 ● Creates a state-of-the-art resource for students and scholars across numerous disciplines, including 
literature, cultural studies, political science, sociology, and history – available online and as a three-
volume print set

Print ISBN: 978-1-444-33498-2 (Cloth) US$500.00 • FEB 2016 • 1728PP

9 781444 334982
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Drama

History of Modern Drama Volume II
from 1960-2000 
David Krasner

 ● Explores a remarkable breadth of topics and analytical approaches to the dramatic works, authors, 
and transitional events and movements that shaped world drama from 1960 through to the dawn 
of the new millennium

 ● Features detailed analyses of plays and playwrights, examining the influence of a wide range of 
writers, from mainstream icons such as Harold Pinter and Edward Albee, to more unorthodox works 
by Peter Weiss and Sarah Kane

 ● Provides global coverage of both English and non-English dramas – including works from Africa 
and Asia to the Middle East

 ● Considers the influence of art, music, literature, architecture, society, politics, culture, and philosophy 
on the formation of postmodern dramatic literature

 ● Combines wide-ranging topics with original theories, international perspective, and philosophical 
and cultural context

 ● Offers readers complete coverage of a full century in the evolution of global dramatic literature

Print ISBN: 978-1-405-15758-2 (Cloth) US$149.95 • FEB 2016 • 576PP
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Aesthetics

Four Arts of Photography
Dominic McIver Lopes

 ● Explores the history of photography through the lens of philosophy and proposes a new scholarly 
understanding of the art form for the 21st century

 ● Re-examines the history of art photography through four major photographic movements and with 
case studies of representative images

 ● Employs a top-down, theory to case approach, as well as a bottom-up, case to theory approach
 ● Advances a new theory regarding the nature of photography that is grounded in technology but 

doesn't place it in opposition to painting
 ● Includes commentaries by two leading philosophers of photography, 

Diarmuid Costello and Cynthia A. Freeland

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-05317-0 (Cloth) US$99.95 / 978-1-119-05652-2 (Paper) US$TBA 
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Agamben
Claire Colebrook & Jason Maxwell

 ● Provides a systematic, engaging overview of Agamben's writings on theology, aesthetics, political 
theory and sovereignty

 ● Covering the full range of Agamben's work to date, Claire Colebrook and Jason Maxwell explain 
Agamben's theology and philosophy by referring the concepts to some of today's most urgent 
political and ethical problems

 ● Focus on the audacious way in which Agamben re-conceptualizes life itself
 ● Assesses the significance of the concepts key to his work such as bio-

politics, sovereignty, the ‘state of exception' and ’bare life', they demonstrate 
his wide-ranging influence across the humanities

 ● Explores the critical reactions to Agamben's thinking and his reception in 
philosophical and theoretical circles

 ● An essential reading for students in anthropology, politics, philosophy and 
related disciplines and anyone interested in finding out more about one of 
the influential thinkers writing today

Print ISBN: 978-0-745-65310-5 (Cloth) US$69.95 / 978-0-745-65311-2 (Paper) US$24.95 • JAN 2016 • 224PP
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Critical Theory

Derrida Now
Current Perspectives in Derrida Studies  (Previously Announced )
John William Phillips

 ● For more than 30 years and until his death in 2004 Jacques Derrida remained one of the most 
influential contemporary philosophers. It may be difficult to evaluate what forms his heritage will 
take in the future but Derrida Now provides some provocative suggestions. Derrida's often-
controversial early reception was based on readings of his complex works, published in journals 
and collected in books. More recently attention has tended to focus on his later work, which grew 
out of the seminars that he presented each year in France and the US. The full texts of these 
seminars are now the subject of a major publication project, to be produced over the next ten years

 ● Derrida Now presents contemporary articles based on or around the study of Derrida
 ● Provides a critical introduction to Derrida's complex and controversial thought, offers careful analysis 

of some of his most important concepts, and includes essays that address the major strands of his 
thought. Derrida's influence reached not only into philosophy but also into other fields concerned 
with literature, politics, visual art, law, ecology, psychoanalysis, gender and sexuality and this book 
will appeal to readers in all these disciplines

 ● Contributors include Peggy Kamuf, Geoff Bennington, Sarah Wood, Roy Sellars, Graham Allen, 
and Irving Goh

Print ISBN: 978-0-745-65573-4 (Cloth) US$64.95 • FEB 2016 • 200PP
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General Philosophy

Infinite Distraction
Dominic Pettman

 ● Examines the deliberate deployment of what he calls ‘hypermodulation,’ as a key strategy encoded 
into the contemporary media environment

 ● Challenges the various narratives that portray social media as a sinister space of synchronized 
attention, in which we are busily “clicking ourselves to death”

 ● This critical reflection on the unprecedented power of the Internet requires us to rethink the potential 
for infinite distraction that our latest technologies now allow

Print ISBN: 978-1-509-50226-4 (Cloth) US$49.95 / 978-1-509-50227-1 (Paper) US$12.95 • FEB 2016 • 140PP
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From Time Travel to Superintelligence,  2nd Edition  (Previously Announced )
Susan Schneider

 ● Featuring numerous updates and enhancements, Science Fiction and Philosophy, 2nd Edition, 
presents a collection of readings that utilize concepts developed from science fiction to explore a 
variety of classic and contemporary philosophical issues

 ● Uses science fiction to address a series of classic and contemporary philosophical issues, including 
many raised by recent scientific developments

 ● Explores questions relating to transhumanism, brain enhancement, time travel, the nature of the 
self, and the ethics of artificial intelligence

 ● Features numerous updates to the popular and highly acclaimed first edition, including new chapters 
addressing the cutting-edge topic of the technological singularity

 ● Draws on a broad range of science fiction's more familiar novels, films, and TV series, including I, 
Robot, The Hunger Games, The Matrix, Star Trek, Blade Runner, and Brave New World

 ● Provides a gateway into classic philosophical puzzles and topics informed by the latest technology

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-92261-3 (Paper) US$TBA • FEB 2016 • 432PP
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Introductions to Philosophy

Thinking Philosophically
An Introduction to the Great Debates 
David Roochnik

 ● Presents a highly accessible introduction to five of the most fundamental debates in world  
philosophy

 ● Introduces five fundamental philosophical debates in a highly engaging and accessible manner that 
invites readers to enter the discussion themselves 

 ● Features chapters that each consider a central philosophical question dialectically by exploring the 
conflicting approaches of different philosophers 

 ● Argues that the work of philosophers like Plato and Rousseau is just as 
relevant today as it was in their own time 

 ● Provides a structure that encourages readers to apply philosophical 
principles to their everyday lives 

Print ISBN:  978-1-119-06725-2 (Cloth) US$99.95 • 240PP / 978-1-119-06707-8 (Paper) US$29.95 • FEB 2016 • 224PP
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20th Century Philosophy

Philosophical Anthropology
Paul Ricoeur  (Previously Announced )

 ● How do human beings become human? This question lies behind the so-called “human sciences.” 
But these disciplines are scattered among many different departments and hold up a cracked mirror 
to humankind. This is why, in the view of Paul Ricoeur, we need to develop a philosophical 
anthropology, one that has a much older history but still offers many untapped resources

 ● This appeal to a specifically philosophical approach to questions regarding what it was to be human 
did not stop Ricoeur from entering into dialogue with other disciplines and approaches, such as 
psychoanalysis, history, sociology, anthropology, linguistics and the philosophy of language, in order 
to offer an up-to-date reflection on what he saw as the fundamental issues. For there is clearly not 
a simple, single answer to the question “what is it to be human?” Ricoeur 
therefore takes up the complexity of this question in terms of the tensions 
he sees between the “voluntary” and the “involuntary,” “acting” and 
“suffering,” “autonomy” and “vulnerability,” “capacity” and “fragility,” and 
“identity” and “otherness”

 ● The texts brought together in this volume provide an overall view of the development of Ricoeur’s 
philosophical thinking on the question of what it is to be human, from his early 1939 lecture on 
“Attention” to his remarks on receiving the Kluge Prize in 2004, a few months before his death

Print ISBN: 978-0-745-68853-4 (Cloth) US$69.95 / 978-0-745-68854-1 (Paper) US$28.95 • JAN 2016 • 304PP
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The Ways We Think
From the Straits of Reason to the Possibilities of Thought  (Previously Announced )
Emma Williams

 ● Critiques predominant approaches to the development of thinking in education and seeks to offer 
a new account of thought informed by phenomenology, post-structuralism and the ‘ordinary 
language' philosophical traditions

 ● Presents an original account of thinking for education and explores how this alternative conception 
of thought might be translated into the classroom

 ● Explores connections between phenomenology, post-structuralism and ordinary language 
philosophical traditions

 ● Examines the relevance of language in accounts of how we think
 ● Investigates the philosophical accounts of Gilbert Ryle, Martin Heidegger, John Austin and Jacques 

Derrida
 ● Draws pon experience of own teaching practice as philosopher-in-residence

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-12956-1 (Paper) US$34.95 • FEB 2016 • 272PP
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Philosophy of Law

A Companion to European Union Law and  
International Law
Dennis Patterson & Anna Sdersten  (Previously Announced )

 ● Featuring contributions from renowned scholars, A Companion to European Union Law and 
International Law presents a comprehensive and authoritative collection of essays that addresses 
all of the most important topics on European Union and international law

 ● Integrates the fields of European Union law and international law, revealing both the similarities 
and differences

 ● Features contributions from renowned scholars in the fields of EU law and international law
 ● Covers a broad range of topical issues, including trade, institutional decision-making, the European 

Court of Justice, democracy, human rights, criminal law, the EMU, and many others

Print ISBN: 978-0-470-67439-0 (Cloth) US$199.95 • APR 2016 • 640PP 9 780470 674390
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Public Policy & Administration

Handbook of Global Education Policy
Karen Mundy, Andy Green, Bob Lingard & Antoni Verger  (Previously Announced )

 ● This innovative new handbook offers a comprehensive overview of the ways in which domestic 
education policy is framed and influenced by global institutions and actors

 ● Surveys current debates about the role of education in a global polity, highlights key transnational 
policy actors, accessibly introduces research methodologies, and outlines global agendas for 
education reform

 ● Includes contributions from an international cast of established and emerging scholars at the 
forefront of the field thoughtfully edited and organized by a team of world-renowned global education 
policy experts

 ● Each section features a thorough introduction designed to facilitate readers' understanding of the 
subsequent material and highlight links to interdisciplinary global policy scholarship

 ● Written in an accessible and engaging style that will appeal to domestic and international policy 
practitioners, social scientists, and education scholars alike

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-46805-0 (Cloth) US$195.00 • MAY 2016 • 664PP
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Healthcare Disrupted
Next Generation Business Models and Strategies 
Anne O'Riordan & Jeff Elton

Healthcare Disrupted is a guide to developing vital new operating and business models in the healthcare 
industry's fast-changing landscape. Based on original research conducted by Accenture, this book 
explains how the biggest industry trends--consumer-focused care; value- and outcomes-based 
reimbursement; new digital consumers; the use of big data and advanced analytics; and rising numbers 
of strategic, collaborative, and inventive partnerships--are compelling biopharmaceutical and medical 
technology companies to change, and how those changes impact the rest of the industry.
This book provides an informed, insightful view of the current state of the healthcare industry, as well 
as insight on what's to come. It digs deep into the issues to examine why and how established 
companies, and those new to the industry, must evolve to keep pace. It demonstrates how real-world 
data (from Electronic Medical Records, health wearables, the health Internet of Things, digital media, 
social media, and other sources) is combining with scalable technologies and advanced analytics to 
fundamentally change how healthcare is delivered. Healthcare Disrupted also reveals how this shift in 
healthcare delivery significantly improves patient and economic outcomes.
The health care industry is increasingly focusing on: the patient as a partner; patient outcomes; and the quality, convenience, 
and affordability of care management. But do industry professionals really understand the implications of this shift in focus? 
To lead, and to thrive, many organizations will need to change their definition of innovation. They will need to lessen the time 
and lower the cost from discovery to market, and ensure the drugs they develop deliver a better patient outcome at an 
economically viable cost.
This book provides practical insights on getting ahead of the curve by:

 ● Discovering how profoundly the healthcare industry is changing
 ● Finding your organization's place in the new order of modern health care
 ● Learning how to survive in the face of transformational trends
 ● Evolving your strategies for innovation, testing, providing care, and more

The industry is turning toward an overall system in which value and patient outcomes are rewarded over volume and 
performance is measured accordingly. Healthcare Disrupted shows how to adapt and stay relevant in the new age of digital 
medicine.

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-17188-1 (Cloth) US$34.95 • FEB 2016 • 224PP
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The Wiley Handbook on the Psychology of Violence
Carlos A. Cuevas  (Previously Announced )

 ● The Wiley Handbook on the Psychology of Violence features a collection of original readings, from 
an international cast of experts that explore all major issues relating to the psychology of violence 
and aggressive behaviors

 ● Features original contributions from an interdisciplinary cast of scholars - leading experts in their 
fields of study

 ● Includes the latest violence research and its implications for practice and policy
 ● Offers coverage of current issues relating to violence such as online violence and cybercriminal 

behavior
 ● Covers additional topics such as juvenile violence, sexual violence, family violence, and various 

violence issues relating to underserved and/or understudied populations

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-30315-3 (Cloth) US$195.00 • FEB 2016 • 760PP
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Careers in Mental Health
Opportunities in Psychology, Couseling and Social Work 
Kim Metz

 ● Introduces upper-level high school students and beginning undergraduates to the different aspects 
of various mental health professions

 ● Contains essential career advice for anyone considering an advanced degree in one of the "helping" 
professions within mental health

 ● Covers clinical psychology, counseling psychology, social work, counseling, marriage and family 
therapy, substance abuse counseling, and school psychology

 ● Clarifies the distinctions between professions by discussing the history and philosophy of each field, 
requirements for advanced education, licensing, available jobs, salary potential, and more

 ● Includes a section with practical information applicable to all the professions, such as characteristics 
for success, ethical issues, the importance of critical thinking, applying to graduate school, and 
current issues affecting the field of mental health

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-76792-4 (Paper) US$39.95 • MAR 2016 • 200PP
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Diagnosis and Treatment of Mental Disorders  
Across the Lifespan
2nd Edition  
Stephanie M. Woo & Carolyn Keatinge

 ● Designed to serve as a trusted desktop reference on mental disorders seen across the lifespan for 
mental health professionals at all levels of experience, Diagnosis and Treatment of Mental Disorders 
Across the Lifespan, Second Edition expertly covers etiology, clinical presentation, intake and 
interviewing, diagnosis, and treatment of a wide range of DSM disorders at all developmental stages

 ● Introductory and advanced features support clinicians at every stage of their careers and help 
students develop their skills and understanding. Authors Woo and Keatinge combine a review of 
cutting edge and state-of-the-art findings on diagnosis and treatment with the tools for diagnosing 
and treating a wide range of mental disorders across the lifespan
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The Wiley Handbook of Contextual Behavioral Science
Robert D. Zettle, Steven C. Hayes, Dermot Barnes-Holmes & Anthony Biglan  (Previously Announced )

 ● The Wiley Handbook of Contextual Behavioral Science describes the philosophical and empirical 
foundation of the contextual behavioral science movement; it explores the history and goals of CBS, 
explains its core analytic assumptions, and describes Rationale Frame Theory as a research and 
practice program

 ● This is the first thorough examination of the philosophy, basic science, applied science, and 
applications of Contextual Behavioral Science

 ● Brings together the philosophical and empirical contributions that CBS is making to practical efforts 
to improve human wellbeing

 ● Organized and written in such a way that it can be read in its entirety or on a section-by-section 
basis, allowing readers to choose how deeply they delve into CBS

 ● Extensive coverage of this wide ranging and complex area that encompasses both a rich basic 
experimental tradition and in-depth clinical application of that experimental knowledge

 ● Looks at the development of RFT, and its implications for alleviating human suffering
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Essentials of Intellectual Disability  
Assessment and Identification
Alan W Brue & Linda Wilmshurst

 ● Essentials of Intellectual Disability Assessment and Identification offers a practical, concise overview 
of the nature of intellectual disability and adaptive skills functioning in children, adolescents, and 
adults. Coverage includes the latest information on prevalence, causes, differential diagnoses, 
behavioral and social concerns, test instruments, and the new DSM-5 diagnostic criteria

 ● The discussion promotes a deeper understanding of the use of assessment data to inform 
interventions in clinical practice. Designed for easy navigation, each chapter highlights important 
points and key cautions to allow quick reference without sacrificing depth. A sample assessment 
report illustrates how findings should be communicated to better inform treatment, giving you a 
practical reference to ensure comprehensive reporting. In 2013, the DSM-5 conceptualization of 
intellectual disabilities was significantly changed
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Essentials of WJ IV Cognitive Abilities Assessment
Fredrick A. Schrank, Scott L. Decker & John M. Garruto

 ● Essentials of WJ IV® Cognitive Abilities Assessment provides expert, practical advice on how to 
administer, score, and interpret the WJ IV COG®

 ● Designed to be an easy-to-use reference, the text goes beyond the information found in the WJ 
IV® examiner's manual to offer full explanations of the tests and clusters on the WJ IV COG®

 ● This essential guide also explains the meaning of all scores and interpretive features and includes 
valuable advice on clinical applications and illuminating case studies

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-16336-7 (Paper) US$TBA • MAR 2016 • 352PP
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Handbook of Psychological Assessment
6th Edition  
Gary Groth-Marnat & A. Jordan Wright

 ● The Handbook of Psychological Assessment provides students and clinicians with practical 
instruction on selecting, administering, interpreting, and using the results of assessment procedures

 ● This new sixth edition features a variety of updates, including the latest research, DSM-5 and 
ICD-10 guidelines, and the new WISC-V, WAIS-IV, MMPI-2 RF, and R-PAS. A new chapter on the 
NEO-PI 3 aids in adult and adolescent assessment based on the Five-Factor Model of personality, 
and a new chapter on the Personality Assessment Inventory provides the empirical support behind 
its increasing popularity

 ● All assessments covered were selected on the basis of clinical relevance and widespread use, and 
the discussion has been newly enhanced to emphasize diversity. Each chapter guides you through 
data evaluation and interpretation, and a discussion devoted to treatment planning helps you 
integrate assessment results into your reports. Detailed, practical, and well-referenced, this book 
is among the clinician's most trusted resources
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Woodcock-Johnson IV
Reports, Recommendations, and Strategies 
Nancy Mather & Lynne E. Jaffe

 ● Woodcock-Johnson® IV: Reports, Recommendations, and Strategies is a guide to understanding 
and working with the new edition of the W-J®-IV battery, one of the most highly regarded instruments 
for measuring cognitive ability, oral language skill, and achievement

 ● In addition to a clear, concise overview of the use and interpretation of the W-J®-IV, readers gain 
access to customizable summaries of methods and techniques that are frequently included in the 
recommendations or diagnostic sections of reports. These summaries may be attached to a report 
so that teachers, educational therapists, or parents are encouraged to implement the recommended 
procedures

 ● Additional resources such as the CD with this book provides customizable spreadsheets, worksheets, 
and report-writing templates that make it easy to work with the new W-J®-IV right away. Woodcock-
Johnson® IV:Reports, Recommendations, and Strategiesis a must-have resource for psychologists, 
educators, clinicians, and diagnosticians who work with people from age two and up

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-86074-8 (Paper) US$124.95 • JAN 2016 • 576PP
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Cognitive Psychology For Dummies
Peter J. Hills & Michael Pake

 ● Cognitive Psychology For Dummies is an accessible and entertaining introduction to the field. Unlike 
the dense and jargon-laden content found in most psychology textbooks, this practical guide 
provides readers with easy-to-understand explanations of the fundamental elements of cognitive 
psychology so that they are able obtain a firm grasp of the material

 ● Cognitive Psychology For Dummies follows the structure of typical university course, which makes 
it the perfect supplement for students in need of a clear and enjoyable overview of the topic. The 
complexities of a field that explores internal mental processes – including the study of how people 
perceive, remember, think, speak, and solve problems – can be overwhelming for first-year 
psychology students. This practical resource cuts through the academic-speak to provide a clear 
understanding of the most important elements of cognitive psychology
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The Wiley Blackwell Handbook of  
Judgment and Decision Making, 2 Volume Set
Gideon Keren & George Wu  (Previously Announced )

 ● This two-volume reference is a comprehensive, up-to-date examination of the most important 
theory, concepts, methodological approaches, and applications in the burgeoning field of judgment 
and decision making (JDM)

 ● Brings together a multi-disciplinary group of contributors from across the social sciences, including 
psychology, economics, marketing, finance, public policy, sociology, and philosophy

 ● Provides accessible, essential information, complete with the latest research and references, for 
experts and non-experts alike in two volumes

 ● Emphasizes the growth of JDM applications with separate chapters devoted to medical decision 
making, decision making and the law, consumer behavior, and more

 ● Addresses controversial topics (such as choice from description vs. choice from experience and 
contrasts between empirical methodologies employed in behavioral economics and psychology) 
from multiple perspectives
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Developmental Psychology

Developmental Psychopathology, Volume One  
Theory and Method
Dante Cicchetti

 ● Developmental Psychopathology is a four-volume compendium of the most complete and current 
research on every aspect of the field. Volume Three: Risk, Disorder, and Adaptation explore the 
everyday effects and behaviors of those with behavioral, mental, or neurological disorders, and the 
disorder's real-world impact on their well-being

 ● This reference solves the problem by collecting the best of the best, as edited by Dante Cicchetti, 
a recognized leader in the field, into one place, with a logical organization designed for easy 
reference

 ● This volume gives you up to date on the latest research from the field; Explore new models, 
emerging theory, and innovative approaches; Learn new technical analysis and research design 
methods; And understand the impact of life stage on mental health
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Developmental Psychopathology, Volume Three  
Risk, Disorder, and Adaptation
Dante Cicchetti

 ● Developmental Psychopathology is a four-volume compendium of the most complete and current 
research on every aspect of the field. Volume Three: Risk, Disorder, and Adaptation explore the 
everyday effects and behaviors of those with behavioral, mental, or neurological disorders, and the 
disorder's real-world impact on their well-being

 ● This series solves the problem by collecting the information into one place, with a logical organization 
designed for easy reference. This volume features topics such as learning how childhood experiences 
contribute to psychopathology; exploring the relationship between atypical development and 
substance abuse; consider the impact or absence of other developmental traits and understanding 
the full risk potential of any behavioral or mental disorder

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-12092-7 (Cloth) US$249.95 • JAN 2016 • 1168PP
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Developmental Psychopathology, Volume Two 
Developmental Neuroscience
Dante Cicchetti

 ● Developmental Psychopathology is a four-volume compendium of the most complete and current 
research on every aspect of the field. Volume Three: Risk, Disorder, and Adaptation explore the 
everyday effects and behaviors of those with behavioral, mental, or neurological disorders, and the 
disorder's real-world impact on their well-being

 ● This reference solves the problem by collecting the best of the best, as edited by Dante Cicchetti, 
a recognized leader in the field, into one place, with a logical organization designed for easy 
reference

 ● This volume considers evolutionary perspectives in developmental psychopathology; Explores 
typical and atypical brain development across the life span; Examines the latest findings on stress, 
schizophrenia, anxiety, and more; And you can learn how genetics are related to psychopathology 
at different life stages
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Developmental Psychopathology, Volume Four 
Genes and Environment
Dante Cicchetti & Donald J. Cohen

 ● Developmental Psychopathology is a four-volume compendium of the most complete and current 
research on every aspect of the field. Volume Three: Risk, Disorder, and Adaptation explore the 
everyday effects and behaviors of those with behavioral, mental, or neurological disorders, and the 
disorder's real-world impact on their well-being

 ● This reference solves the problem by collecting the best of the best, as edited by Dante Cicchetti, 
a recognized leader in the field, into one place, with a logical organization designed for easy 
reference

 ● This volume tells you more about the impact of childhood adversity on adulthood health; Lets you 
gauge the effects of violence, poverty, interparental conflict, and more; Learn how peer, family, and 
community relationships drive development; And Examine developments in prevention science and 
future research priorities

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-12093-4 (Cloth) US$249.95 • JAN 2016 • 1088PP
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Developmental Psychopathology, 4 Volume Set
3rd Edition  
Dante Cicchetti

 ● Developmental Psychopathology is a four-volume compendium of the most complete and current 
research on every aspect of the field. Volume Three: Risk, Disorder, and Adaptation explore the 
everyday effects and behaviors of those with behavioral, mental, or neurological disorders, and the 
disorder's real-world impact on their well-being

 ● This reference solves the problem by collecting the best of the best, as edited by Dante Cicchetti, 
a recognized leader in the field, into one place, with a logical organization designed for easy 
reference

 ● Developmental psychology has seen many important new advances in the past decade, but there 
is still much work to be done. As an ever-expanding variety of disciplines become more and more 
relevant to advancing our understanding of mental disorders, a central compilation of watershed 
work becomes increasingly important. Developmental Psychopathology is the seminal reference 
researchers and clinicians need to stay up-to-date and push the boundaries of our understanding

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-12179-5 (Cloth) US$799.95 • JAN 2016 
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Life Span
Applications for Counselors 
Mark D. Stauffer & David Capuzzi

 ● Human Development Across the Life Span is a practical guide to human growth and development, 
moving beyond theory to include real-world applications for counselors who work with clients

 ● Written by recognized authorities in mental health counseling and counselor education, this book 
is fully aligned with the American Counseling Association's accreditation standards and includes 
contributions by well-known and respected academics and practitioners

 ● Based on an extensive review of course syllabi across CACREP-accredited programs, this book is 
organized to follow the way courses are typically taught and follows a consistent structure including 
pedagogical elements that help students learn. After a thorough examination of essential concepts 
and theories of life span development, the book moves through each stage of human growth and 
development to provide expert insight, short case studies, and practical applications to counseling
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Educational & School Psychology

Interventions for Autism
Evidence for Educational and Clinical Practice  (Previously Announced )
Phil Reed

 ● Providing a vital link between theory and practice, this unique volume translates the latest research 
data on the effectiveness of interventions for Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) into practical 
guidance for education professionals working with ASD pupils

 ● Reformulates new research data on interventions for ASD into guidance for professionals, drawing 
on the author's in-depth academic knowledge and practical experience

 ● Offers a comprehensive review of up-to-date evidence on effectiveness across a wide range of 
interventions for ASD

 ● Focuses on environmental factors in understanding ASD rather than 
outdated ‘deficit' approaches, and discusses key issues in education 
provision such as inclusion
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The Wiley Handbook of Developmental Psychology in  
Practice
Implementation and Impact  (Previously Announced )
Kevin Durkin & H. Rudolph Schaffer

 ● An authoritative new work exploring the themes of communication and implementation of research 
within developmental psychology – a scientific field with extensive real world value in addressing 
problems faced by individuals, families and services

 ● Brings together the insights of a stellar group of contributors with personal experience translating 
developmental psychology research into practice

 ● Accessibly structured into sections exploring family processes and child rearing practices; 
educational aspects; and clinical applications

 ● Goes beyond traditional reviews of literature in the field to report on practical implementation of 
research findings, including the challenges faced by authors

 ● Serves as an invaluable resource for developmental psychologists, practitioners working in the field 
of child development, and policymakers working on issues affecting children and families

Intended Audience: The book is most likely to appeal to advanced psychology undergraduates, students in child studies 
courses, postgraduates in Developmental Psychology and Applied Developmental Science courses, and staff in the 
developmental and applied areas. However, such a book will be of interest to a wider readership than academics alone; in 
particular it will also be relevant to policy makers and to practitioners such as teachers, social workers, lawyers and others 
engaged in fostering the well-being of children.
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The Personality Disorders Treatment Planner: 
Includes DSM-5 Updates
2nd Edition  
Neil R. Bockian, Arthur E. Jongsma Jr. & Julia C. Smith

 ● The Personality Disorders Treatment Planner, 2nd Edition is fully updated to meet the changing 
needs of the mental healthcare field

 ● A time-saver for psychologists, counselors, social workers, psychiatrists, and other mental health 
professionals, this new edition offers the tools you need to develop formal treatment plans that 
meet the demands of HMOs, managed care companies, third-party payors, and state and federal 
agencies

 ● Organized around twenty-six presenting problems, the easy-to-use format and over 1,000 prewritten 
symptom descriptions, treatment goals, objectives, and interventions makes the task of developing 
an evidence-based treatment plan more efficient than ever
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The Wiley Handbook of Personality Assessment
Updesh Kumar

 ● Presents the state-of-the-art in the field of personality assessment, providing a perspective on 
emerging trends, and placing these in the context of research advances in the associated fields

 ● Explores emerging trends and perspectives in personality assessment, building on current knowledge 
and looking ahead to the future landscape of the field

 ● Discusses emerging technologies and how these can be combined with psychological theories in 
order to enhance the real-world practice of assessing personality

 ● Comprehensive sections address gaps in current knowledge and collate contributions and advances 
from diverse areas and perspectives

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-17344-1 (Cloth) US$195.00 • FEB 2016 • 480PP

9 781119 173441

ISBN 111917344-2
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Psychological Methods, Research & Statistics

Real World Research
4th Edition  
Colin Robson & Kieran McCartan

 ● Real World Research provides a clear route-map of the various steps needed to carry out a piece 
of applied research to a high professional standard

 ● It is accessible to those without a social science background while providing rigorous and fully 
up-to-date coverage of contemporary issues and debates

 ● It brings together materials and approaches from different social science disciplines, seeing value 
in both quantitative and qualitative approaches, as well as their combination in mixed-method 
designs

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-74523-6 (Paper) US$62.38 • JAN 2016 • 560PP
Supplement Available

9 781118 745236

ISBN 111874523-X
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Selecting Effective Treatments
A Comprehensive, Systematic Guide to Treating Mental Disorders,  5th Edition  
Lourie W. Reichenberg & Linda Seligman

 ● Selecting Effective Treatments provides a comprehensive resource for clinicians seeking to 
understand the symptoms and dynamics of mental disorders, in order to provide a range of 
treatment options based on empirically effective approaches

 ● This new fifth edition has been updated to align with the latest changes to the DSM-5, and covers 
the latest research to help you draw upon your own therapeutic preferences while constructing an 
evidence-based treatment plan. Organized for quick navigation, each disorder is detailed following 
the same format that covers a description, characteristics, assessment tools, effective treatment 
options, and prognosis, including the type of therapy that is likely to be most successful treating 
each specific disorder

 ● Updated case studies, treatments, and references clarify the latest DSM-5 diagnostic criteria, and 
the concise, jargon-free style makes this resource valuable to practitioners, students, and lay people 
alike

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-79135-6 (Paper) US$74.95 • JAN 2016 • 576PP

9 781118 791356

ISBN 111879135-5
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Practice Management

Integrated Care: Creating Effective Mental and  
Primary Health Care Teams
Anna Ratzliff, Jurgen Unutzer, Wayne Katon & Kari A Stephens

 ● Creating Effective Mental and Primary Health Care Teams provides the practical information, skills, 
and clinical approaches needed to implement an integrated collaborative care program and support 
the members of the care team as they learn this new, evidence-based, legislatively mandated care 
delivery system

 ● Unique in presenting information specifically designed to be used in an integrated, collaborative 
care workflow, this book provides specific guidance for each member of the team. Care managers, 
consulting psychiatrists, primary care providers, and administrators alike can finally get on the same 
page in regard to patient care by referring to the same resource and employing a common 
framework

 ● Written by recognized experts with broad research, clinical, implementation, and training experience, 
this book provides a complete solution to the problem of fragmented care

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-90002-4 (Paper) US$54.95 • FEB 2016 • 352PP

9 781118 900024

ISBN 111890002-2
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Christianity

The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to World Christianity
Lamin Sanneh & Michael McClymond  (Previously Announced )

 ● The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to World Christianity presents a collection of essays that explore 
a range of topics relating to the rise, spread, and influence of Christianity throughout the world

 ● Features contributions from renowned scholars of history and religion from around the world
 ● Addresses the origins and global expansion of Christianity over the course of two millennia
 ● Covers a wide range of themes relating to Christianity, including women, worship, sacraments, 

music, visual arts, architecture, and many more
 ● Explores the development of Christian traditions over the past two centuries across several 

continents and the rise in secularization
Intended Audience: Libraries with holdings on Christianity, particularly World Christianity or Mission 
Studies, Upper-level undergraduate courses on World/Global Christianity and Mission Studies. 

Print ISBN: 978-1-405-15376-8 (Cloth) US$224.95 • APR 2016 • 752PP
9 781405 153768

ISBN 140515376-8
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The Sociology of Islam
Knowledge, Power and Civility 
Armando Salvatore

 ● An interpretive account of Islam as a religion and civilization in world history and global society, 
which focuses on the notions of knowledge-culture, power and civility to provide key interpretive 
and analytic tools to practitioners

 ● The first substantial introduction to the field of the Sociology of Islam that combines theoretical 
reflections with historical analysis

 ● Explores the original civilizational trajectory of Islam and its specific entry point into modernity
 ● Develops a narrative and analytic thread that makes the ‘dual’ role of Islam 

- as a religion and civilization - comprehensible to non-specialists 
 ● Allows Islamic Studies specialists and students to locate the study of Islam 

in a comparative perspective with the help of simple, yet rigorous conceptual 
tools drawn from sociology and social theory

Print ISBN: 978-1-118-66264-9 (Cloth) US$94.95 / 978-1-119-10997-6 (Paper) US$37.95 • APR 2016 • 308PP

9 781119 109976

ISBN 111910997-3

 

9 781118 662649

ISBN 111866264-4
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Theology

An Introduction to Ministry
A Primer for Renewed Life and Leadership in Mainline Protestant  
Congregations  (Previously Announced )
Ian S. Markham & Oran E. Warder

 ● An Introduction to Ministry presents a collection of essays that explore a range of topics relating to 
the rise, spread, and influence of Christianity throughout the world

 ● Features contributions from renowned scholars of history and religion from around the world
 ● Addresses the origins and global expansion of Christianity over the course 

of two millennia
 ● Covers a wide range of themes relating to Christianity, including women, 

worship, sacraments, music, visual arts, architecture, and many more
 ● Explores the development of Christian traditions over the past two centuries 

across several continents and the rise in secularization
Intended Audience: Libraries with holdings on Christianity, particularly World Christianity or Mission 
Studies, Upper-level undergraduate courses on World/Global Christianity and Mission Studies. 

Print ISBN: 978-0-470-67330-0 (Cloth) US$94.95 / 978-0-470-67329-4 (Paper) US$39.95 • NOV 2015 • 296PP

9 780470 673294

ISBN 047067329-X

9 780470 673300

ISBN 047067330-3
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Family Studies General

The Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of Family Studies,  
4 Volume Set
Constance L. Shehan

 ● Presents a comprehensive, interdisciplinary collection of the key concepts, trends, and processes 
relating to the study of families and family patterns throughout the world

 ● Includes over 530 contributions from expert family scholars working within various academic 
disciplines from around the world

 ● Issues covered range from changing birth rates, fertility, and an aging world population to human 
trafficking, homelessness, famine, and genocide

 ● Features entries that approach families, households, and kin networks from both a macro-level and 
micro-level perspective

 ● Covers basic demographic concepts and long-term trends in various nations, the impact of 
globalization on families, global family problems, and many more

 ● Highlights in-depth examinations of families in numerous nations in several world regions

Print ISBN: 978-0-470-65845-1 (Cloth) US$650.00 • FEB 2016 • 2280PP

9 780470 658451

ISBN 047065845-2
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Children in China
Orna Naftali

 ● Explores how government policies introduced in China over the last few decades and processes 
of social and economic change are reshaping the lives of children and the meanings of childhood 
in complex, contradictory ways

 ● Drawing on a broad range of literature and original ethnographic research, Naftali explores the rise 
of new ideas of child-care, child-vulnerability and child-agency; the impact of the One-Child Policy; 
and the emergence of children as independent consumers in the new market economy

 ● Shows that Chinese boys and increasingly girls, too are enjoying a new empowerment, a 
development that has met with ambiguity and resistance from both 
caregivers and the state

 ● Demonstrates how economic restructuring and the recent waves of rural/
urban migration have produced starkly unequal conditions for children's 
education and development both in the countryside and in the cities

 ● An essential reading for students and scholars seeking a deeper understanding of what it means 
to be a child in contemporary China, as well as for those concerned with the changing relationship 
between children, the state and the family in the global era

Print ISBN: 978-0-745-68054-5 (Cloth) US$64.95 / 978-0-745-68055-2 (Paper) US$22.95 • JAN 2016 • 192PP

9 780745 680552

ISBN 074568055-0

9 780745 680545

ISBN 074568054-2
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General Self-Help

Managing OCD with CBT For Dummies
Rob Willson & Katie d'Ath  (Previously Announced )

 ● Managing OCD with CBT For Dummies uses mindfulness-based Cognitive Behavioral 
Therapy (CBT) to eradicated from your day-to-day life. Through clear and sensitive direction, you'll 
find out how to identify and correct negative thought patterns, confront your problems with positive 
solutions and recognize the power of cognitive thinking

 ● The book demonstrates how CBT encourages new thinking patterns to combat destructive thought 
tendencies; Explains the causes and symptoms of OCD; Shows you how to use CBT to modify 
everyday thoughts and behaviors with the aim of positively influencing your emotions; And illustrates 
the importance of facing your fears and offers positive strategies on exposure therapy

Print ISBN: 978-1-119-07414-4 (Paper) US$14.99 • MAR 2016 • 272PP

9 781119 074144

ISBN 111907414-2
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General Sociology

The Metamorphosis of the World
How Climate Change is Transforming Our Concept of the World 
Ulrich Beck

 ● We live in a world that is increasingly difficult to understand. It is not just changing: it is 
metamorphosing

 ● Change implies that some things change but other things remain the same capitalism changes, but 
some aspects of capitalism remain as they always were. Metamorphosis implies a much more 
radical transformation in which the old certainties of modern society are falling away and something 
quite new is emerging

 ● To grasp this metamorphosis of the world it is necessary to explore the new beginnings, to focus 
on what is emerging from the old and seek to grasp future structures and norms in the turmoil of 
the present

 ● Take climate change: much of the debate about climate change has focused on whether or not it 
is really happening, and if it is, what we can do to stop or contain it. But this emphasis on solutions 
blinds us to the fact that climate change is an agent of metamorphosis. It has already altered our 
way of being in the world the way we live in the world, think about the world and seek to act upon 
the world through our actions and politics. Rising sea levels are creating new landscapes of 
inequality drawing new world maps whose key lines are not traditional boundaries between nation-
states but elevations above sea level. It is creating an entirely different way of conceptualizing the 
world and our chances of survival within it

 ● The theory of metamorphosis goes beyond theory of world risk society: it is not about the negative 
side effects of goods but the positive side effects of bads. They produce normative horizons of 
common goods and propel us beyond the national frame towards a cosmopolitan outlook

Print ISBN: 978-0-745-69021-6 (Cloth) US$19.95 • MAR 2016 • 200PP

9 780745 690216

ISBN 074569021-1
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 ● This book reconstructs and extends sociological approaches to the understanding of food 
consumption. It identifies new ways to approach the explanation of food choice and it develops 
new concepts which will help reshape and reorient common understandings. Leading sociologist 
of food, Alan Warde, deals both with abstract issues about theories of practice and substantive 
analyses of aspects of eating, demonstrating how theories of practice can be elaborated and 
systematically applied to the activity of eating

 ● The book falls into two parts. The first part establishes a basis for a practice-theoretic account of 
eating. Warde reviews research on eating, introduces theories of practice and constructs eating as 
a scientific object.

 ● The second part develops key concepts for the analysis of eating as a 
practice, showing how concepts like habit, routine, embodiment, repetition 
and convention can be applied to explain how eating is organised and 
coordinated through the generation, reproduction and transformation of a 
multitude of individual performances

 ● Addresses both substantive problems concerning the explanation of food habits and currently 
controversial issues in social theory, illustrated by detailed empirical analysis of some aspects of 
contemporary culinary life

 ● For students and scholars of food and consumption in a wide range of disciplines, from sociology, 
anthropology and cultural studies to food studies, culinary studies and nutrition science

Print ISBN: 978-0-745-69170-1 (Cloth) US$64.95 / 978-0-745-69171-8 (Paper) US$22.95 • DEC 2015 • 220PP

9 780745 691718

ISBN 074569171-4
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9 780745 691701

ISBN 074569170-6

Sociology of Health & Illness

Sociology and Psychology for the Dental Team
An Introduction to Key Topics 
Sasha Scambler, Suzanne Scott & Koula Asimakopoulou

 ● Answers important questions and shows how the social and behavioural sciences can inform the 
practice of dentistry and allied healthcare services in the twenty-first century

 ● Provides a comprehensive, accessible introduction to sociology and psychology for dentistry 
students with no prior knowledge of the subject, as well as postgraduate (post-qualification) 
practising dentists with experience of dealing with social and behavioural issues in their daily work

 ● Although the book assumes little or no previous knowledge of psychology or sociology it also 
provides enough depth to meet the needs of those with some background 
in these fields

 ● Throughout, the links between sociology and psychology and everyday 
practice are emphasised and explained and theoretical concepts are put 
into the context of everyday clinical work

 ● Provides clearly defined learning aims and objectives and summaries of important concepts and 
questions for discussion

 ● An indispensable teaching aid within dental health education, and other allied health and social 
care disciplines

Print ISBN: 978-0-745-65433-1 (Cloth) US$69.95 / 978-0-745-65434-8 (Paper) US$34.95 • MAR 2016 • 244PP

9 780745 654348

ISBN 074565434-7
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9 780745 654331

ISBN 074565433-9

Urban Sociology

Planetary Gentrification
Loretta Lees, Hyun Bang Shin & Ernesto LÛpez-Morales  (Previously Announced )

 ● At the beginning of the twenty-first century, proclamations rang out that gentrification had gone 
global. But what do we mean by ‘gentrification' today? How can we compare ‘gentrification' in New 
York and London with that in Shanghai, Johannesburg, Mumbai and Rio de Janeiro? This book 
argues that gentrification is one of the most significant and socially unjust processes affecting cities 
worldwide today, and one that demands renewed critical assessment

 ● Drawing on the ‘new' comparative urbanism and writings on planetary urbanization, the authors 
undertake a much-needed transurban analysis underpinned by a critical political economy approach. 
Looking beyond the usual gentrification suspects in Europe and North 
America to non-Western cases, from slum gentrification to mega-
displacement, they show that gentrification has unfolded at a planetary 
scale, but it has not assumed a North to South or West to East trajectory 
the story is much more complex than that

 ● Rich with empirical detail, yet wide-ranging, Planetary Gentrification unhinges, 
unsettles and provincializes Western notions of urban development

 ● It will be invaluable to students and scholars interested in the future of cities and the production of 
a truly global urban studies, and to all those committed to social justice in cities

Print ISBN: 978-0-745-67164-2 (Cloth) US$64.95 / 978-0-745-67165-9 (Paper) US$22.95 • FEB 2016 • 248PP

9 780745 671659

ISBN 074567165-9
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“Farewell, My Nation”: American Indians and 
the United States in the Nineteenth 
Century,  3rd Edition

Weeks 9781118976777 18 90.95 CL

“Farewell, My Nation”: American Indians and 
the United States in the Nineteenth 
Century,  3rd Edition

Weeks 9781118976784 18 28.95 PR

A Companion to British Art: 1600 to the 
Present

Arnold, 
Peters 
Corbett

9781119170112 1 54.95 PR

A Companion to Digital Art Paul 9781118475201 4 TBA CL

A Companion to European Union Law and 
International Law

Patterson, 
Sdersten 

9780470674390 29 199.95 CL

A Companion to First Ladies Sibley 9781118732229 19 204.95 CL

A Companion to Roman Italy Cooley 9781444339260 2 195.00 CL

A Companion to Science, Technology, and 
Medicine in Ancient Greece and Rome,  
(Two Volumes)

Irby 9781118372678 2 325.00 CL

A Companion to the Anthropology of 
Education

Levinson, 
Pollock

9781119111665 1 54.95 PR

A Companion to the Brontes Hoeveler, 
Morse 

9781118404942 24 195.00 CL

A Companion to the Etruscans Bell, Carpino 9781118352748 3 195.00 CL

A Companion to the Flavian Age of  
Imperial Rome

Zissos 9781444336009 3 195.00 CL

A Companion to the History of Science Lightman 9781118620779 17 195.00 CL

A Companion to the War Film Cunningham 9781118288894 5 TBA CL

A Companion to Virginia Woolf Berman 9781118457887 24 191.95 CL

A New Companion to Milton Corns 9781118827826 24 199.95 CL

Agamben Colebrook, 
Maxwell

9780745653105 27 69.95 CL

Agamben Colebrook, 
Maxwell

9780745653112 27 24.95 PR

America, Sea Power, and the World Bradford 9781118927922 18 99.95 CL

America, Sea Power, and the World Bradford 9781118927939 18 39.95 PR

American Constitutional History:  
A Brief Introduction

Fruchtman 9781119141723 19 89.95 CL

American Constitutional History:  
A Brief Introduction

Fruchtman 9781119141754 19 29.95 PR

An Introduction to Ministry: A Primer for 
Renewed Life and Leadership in Mainline 
Protestant Congregations

Markham, 
Warder

9780470673300 38 94.95 CL

An Introduction to Ministry: A Primer for 
Renewed Life and Leadership in Mainline 
Protestant Congregations

Markham, 
Warder

9780470673294 38 39.95 PR

Applied English Phonology, 3rd Edition Yavas 9781118944523 6 44.95 PR

AS & A Level Maths For Dummies Beveridge 9781119078463 6 24.95 PR

Price List / Order Form
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Assessment in Student Affairs, 2nd Edition Schuh, 
Biddix, Dean, 
Kinzie

9781119049609 9 47.95 CL

Baking for Special Diets Coppedge, 
The Culinary 
Institute of 
America 
(CIA)

9780470587836 22 70.00 CL

Better Feedback for Better Teaching:  
A Practical Guide to Improving  
Classroom Observations 

Archer, 
Cantrell, 
Holtzman, 
Joe, Tocci, 
Wood

9781118701980 11 29.95 PR

Biennials, Triennials, and Documenta: The 
Exhibitions That Created Contemporary Art 

Gardner, 
Green

9781444336641 2 89.95 CL

Biennials, Triennials, and Documenta: The 
Exhibitions That Created Contemporary Art 

Gardner, 
Green

9781444336658 2 39.95 PR

Breakthrough Principals: A Step-by-Step 
Guide to Building Stronger Schools 

Desravines, 
Aquino, 
Fenton

9781118801178 12 TBA PR

British Literature 1640-1789:  
An Anthology,  4th Edition

DeMaria 9781118952481 25 49.95 PR

Careers in Mental Health: Opportunities in 
Psychology, Couseling and Social Work 

Metz 9781118767924 31 39.95 PR

Children in China Naftali 9780745680545 39 64.95 CL

Children in China Naftali 9780745680552 39 22.95 PR

China and the West to 1600: Empire, 
Philosophy, and the Paradox of Culture 

Wallech 9781118879993 21 69.95 CL

China and the West to 1600: Empire, 
Philosophy, and the Paradox of Culture 

Wallech 9781118880074 21 24.95 PR

Cognitive Psychology For Dummies Hills, Pake 9781119953210 33 19.99 PR

Communication Strategies for Managing 
Conflict: A Guide for Academic Leaders 

Higgerson 9781118761625 10 41.95 CL

Culinology: The Intersection of Culinary Art 
and Food Science 

Research 
Chefs 
Association

9780470481349 22 75.00 CL

Democratic Empire: The United States  
Since 1945 

Cullen 9781119027355 19 94.95 CL

Democratic Empire: The United States  
Since 1945 

Cullen 9781119027348 19 44.95 PR

Derrida Now: Current Perspectives in  
Derrida Studies

Phillips 9780745655734 27 64.95 CL

Developmental Psychopathology,  
4 Volume Set, 3rd Edition

Cicchetti 9781118121795 34 799.95 CL

Developmental Psychopathology,  
Volume Four: Genes and Environment

Cicchetti, 
Cohen

9781118120934 34 249.95 CL

Developmental Psychopathology,  
Volume One Theory and Method

Cicchetti 9781118120873 33 249.95 CL

Developmental Psychopathology, Volume 
Three Risk, Disorder, and Adaptation

Cicchetti 9781118120927 34 249.95 CL

Developmental Psychopathology, Volume 
Two: Developmental Neuroscience

Cicchetti 9781118120910 34 249.95 CL
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Diagnosis and Treatment of Mental Disorders 
Across the Lifespan, 2nd Edition

Woo, 
Keatinge

9781118689189 31 119.95 CL

Dyslexia: A Practitioner’s 
Handbook,  5th Edition

Reid 9781118980040 17 119.95 CL

Dyslexia: A Practitioner’s 
Handbook,  5th Edition

Reid 9781118980101 17 49.95 PR

Encyclopedia of Postcolonial Studies Ray, 
Schwarz

9781444334982 26 500.00 CL

English Language Arts, Grade 10 Module 4: 
Using Craft and Structure to Develop 
Characters and Ideas, Student Journal 

PCG 
Education

9781119123002 15 6.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 10 Module 4: 
Using Craft and Structure to Develop 
Characters and Ideas, Teacher Set

PCG 
Education

9781119123026 15 34.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 11 Module 3: 
Researching Multiple Perspectives to 
Develop a Position, Student Journal 

PCG 
Education

9781119123613 15 6.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 11 Module 3: 
Researching Multiple Perspectives to 
Develop a Position, Teacher Set

PCG 
Education

9781119123620 16 34.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 12 Module 4, 
Teacher Set

PCG 
Education

9781119123521 16 34.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 12 Module 4: 
Analyzing the Interaction of Central Ideas 
and Character Development, Student Journal 

PCG 
Education

9781119123514 16 6.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 6 Module 4: 
Research, Decision Making, and Forming 
Positions, Student Journal 

PCG 
Education

9781119105275 12 9.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 6 Module 4: 
Research, Decision Making, and Forming 
Positions, Teacher Set

PCG 
Education

9781119105299 12 34.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 7 Module 4: 
Reading and Research, Student Journal 

PCG 
Education

9781119105374 13 9.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 7 Module 4: 
Reading and Research, Teacher Set

PCG 
Education

9781119105350 13 34.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 8 Module 4: 
Research, Decision Making, and Forming 
Positions, Student Journal 

PCG 
Education

9781119105558 13 9.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 8 Module 4: 
Research, Decision Making, and Forming 
Positions, Teacher Set

PCG 
Education

9781119105534 13 34.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 9 Module 2: 
Working with Evidence and Making Claims, 
Student Journal 

PCG 
Education

9781119123477 13 6.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 9 Module 2: 
Working with Evidence and Making Claims, 
Teacher Set

PCG 
Education

9781119123484 14 34.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 9 Module 3: 
Building and Communicating Knowledge 
through Research, : Teacher Set

PCG 
Education

9781119123460 14 34.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 9 Module 3: 
Building and Communicating Knowledge 
through Research, Student Journal 

PCG 
Education

9781119123453 14 6.95 PR
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English Language Arts, Grade 9 Module 4: 
Understanding, Evaluating, and Writing 
Argument, Student Journal 

PCG 
Education

9781119123422 14 6.95 PR

English Language Arts, Grade 9 Module 4: 
Understanding, Evaluating, and Writing 
Argument,Teacher Set

PCG 
Education

9781119123446 15 34.95 PR

English Language Arts, Teacher’s Grade 10 
Bundle

PCG 
Education

9781119157366 7 139.95 PR

English Language Arts, Teacher’s Grade 12 
Bundle

PCG 
Education

9781119157380 7 139.95 PR

English Language Arts, Teacher’s Grade 9 
Bundle

PCG 
Education

9781119157359 7 139.95 PR

Essentials of Intellectual Disability 
Assessment and Identification

Brue, 
Wilmshurst

9781118875094 32 39.95 PR

Essentials of WJ IV Cognitive Abilities 
Assessment

Schrank, 
Decker, 
Garruto

9781119163367 32 TBA PR

Facilitating Learning with the Adult Brain in 
Mind: A Conceptual and Practical Guide 

Taylor, 
Marienau

9781118711453 10 39.95 CL

Four Arts of Photography Lopes 9781119053170 26 99.95 CL

Four Arts of Photography Lopes 9781119056522 26 TBA PR

Generation Z Goes to College Seemiller, 
Grace

9781119143451 9 29.95 CL

Greek Sculpture Fullerton 9781444339802 3 119.95 CL

Greek Sculpture Fullerton 9781444339796 3 54.95 PR

Handbook of Global Education Policy Mundy, 
Green, 
Lingard, 
Verger

9781118468050 29 195.00 CL

Handbook of Psychological Assessment, 
6th Edition

Groth-
Marnat, 
Wright

9781118960646 32 124.95 CL

Healthcare Disrupted: Next Generation 
Business Models and Strategies 

O'Riordan, 
Elton

9781119171881 30 34.95 CL

History of Modern Drama Volume II:  
from 1960-2000 

Krasner 9781405157582 26 149.95 CL

Hollywood’s America: Understanding History 
Through Film,  5th Edition

Mintz, 
Roberts, 
Welky

9781118976494 20 47.95 PR

Hospitality Marketing Management, 
6th Edition

Bojanic, Reid 9781118988954 23 142.95 CL

How to Succeed in College and Beyond:  
The Art of Learning 

Schwarz 9781118974841 8 54.95 CL

How to Succeed in College and Beyond:  
The Art of Learning 

Schwarz 9781118974858 8 19.95 PR

Human Growth and Development Across the 
Life Span: Applications for Counselors 

Stauffer, 
Capuzzi

9781118984727 35 99.95 CL

Immigrant Families Menjívar, 
Abrego

9780745670157 5 64.95 CL

Immigrant Families Menjívar, 
Abrego

9780745670164 5 22.95 PR
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In Praise of Literature Bauman 9781509502684 25 64.95 CL

Infinite Distraction Pettman 9781509502264 27 49.95 CL

Infinite Distraction Pettman 9781509502271 27 12.95 PR

Integrated Care: Creating Effective Mental 
and Primary Health Care Teams

Ratzliff, 
Unutzer, 
Katon, 
Stephens

9781118900024 37 54.95 PR

Interventions for Autism: Evidence for 
Educational and Clinical Practice

Reed 9780470669921 35 99.95 CL

Interventions for Autism: Evidence for 
Educational and Clinical Practice

Reed 9780470669914 35 39.95 PR

Learning Assessment Techniques:  
A Handbook for College Faculty 

Barkley, 
Major

9781119050896 8 49.95 PR

Managing OCD with CBT For Dummies Willson, 
d'Ath

9781119074144 39 14.99 PR

Mediating Migration Hegde 9780745646329 20 69.95 CL

Mediating Migration Hegde 9780745646336 20 24.95 PR

Navigating the Common Core with English 
Language Learners: Developing Higher-
Order Thinking Skills 

Ferlazzo, 
Sypnieski

9781119023005 11 TBA PR

Old English Literature Niles 9780631220565 25 94.95 CL

Personalizing 21st Century Education:  
A Framework for Student Success 

Domenech, 
Sherman, 
Brown

9781119080770 11 29.95 PR

Philosophical Anthropology Ricoeur 9780745688534 28 69.95 CL

Philosophical Anthropology Ricoeur 9780745688541 28 28.95 PR

Planetary Gentrification Lees, Bang 
Shin, 
López-
Morales

9780745671642 40 64.95 CL

Planetary Gentrification Lees, Bang 
Shin, 
López-
Morales

9780745671659 40 22.95 PR

Privacy: A Short History Vincent 9780745671123 18 69.95 CL

Privacy: A Short History Vincent 9780745671130 18 24.95 PR

Professional Baking, 7th Edition Gisslen 9781119148449 22 118.95 CL

Professional Bread Baking Welker, The 
Culinary 
Institute of 
America 
(CIA), Adams

9781118435878 22 70.00 CL

Reading Reconsidered: A Practical Guide to 
Rigorous Literacy Instruction 

Lemov, 
Driggs, 
Woolway

9781119104247 16 32.95 PR

Real World Research, 4th Edition Robson, 
McCartan

9781118745236 36 62.38 PR

Reproducibility: Principles, Problems, 
Practices, and Prospects 

Atmanspacher, 
Maasen

9781118864975 6 109.95 CL

Science Fiction and Philosophy: From Time 
Travel to Superintelligence,  2nd Edition

Schneider 9781118922613 28 TBA PR
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Selecting Effective Treatments: A 
Comprehensive, Systematic Guide to 
Treating Mental Disorders,  5th Edition

Reichenberg, 
Seligman

9781118791356 37 74.95 PR

Small Teaching: Everyday Lessons from the 
Science of Learning 

Lang 9781118944493 9 27.95 CL

Sociolinguistic Styles Hernndez-
Campoy

9781118737644 24 TBA CL

Sociology and Psychology for the Dental 
Team: An Introduction to Key Topics 

Scambler, Scott, 
Asimakopoulou

9780745654331 40 69.95 CL

Sociology and Psychology for the Dental 
Team: An Introduction to Key Topics 

Scambler, Scott, 
Asimakopoulou

9780745654348 40 34.95 PR

Student Development in College: Theory, 
Research, and Practice,  3rd Edition

Patton, 
Renn, Guido, 
Quaye, 
Evans, 
Forney

9781118821817 10 74.95 CL

Teaching and Learning STEM:  
A Practical Guide 

Felder, Brent 9781118925812 9 44.95 CL

Teaching and Training for Global 
Engineering: Perspectives on Culture and 
Communication Practices

St.Amant 9781118328026 4 69.95 PR

The Analytic Hospitality Executive: 
Implementing Data Analytics in Hotels and 
Casinos

McGuire 9781119129981 23 44.95 CL

The Art of Coaching Teams: Building 
Resilient Communities that Transform 
Schools 

Aguilar 9781118984154 11 34.95 PR

The Cold War: A Post-Cold War 
History,  3rd Edition

Levering 9781118848401 19 26.95 PR

The Discussion Book: 50 Great Ways to Get 
People Talking 

Brookfield, 
Preskill

9781119049715 8 24.95 PR

The Encyclopedia of Empire, 4 Volume Set Mackenzie 9781118440643 21 650.00 CL

The Handbook of International Crisis 
Communication Research

Schwarz, 
Seeger, Auer

9781118516768 4 TBA CL

The Handbook of Student Affairs 
Administration, 4th Edition

McClellan, 
Stringer

9781118707326 10 89.95 CL

The Metamorphosis of the World: How 
Climate Change is Transforming Our 
Concept of the World 

Beck 9780745690216 39 19.95 CL

The Personality Disorders Treatment 
Planner: : Includes DSM-5 Updates, 
2nd Edition

Bockian, 
Smith, 
Jongsma

9780470908686 36 59.95 PR

The Practice of Eating Warde 9780745691701 40 64.95 CL

The Practice of Eating Warde 9780745691718 40 22.95 PR

The Primate Origins of Human Nature Van Schaik 9780470147634 1 169.95 CL

The Sociology of Islam: Knowledge,  
Power and Civility 

Salvatore 9781118662649 38 94.95 CL

The Sociology of Islam: Knowledge,  
Power and Civility 

Salvatore 9781119109976 38 37.95 PR

The Together Leader: Get Organized to 
Increase Your Impact 

Heyck-Merlin 9781118987520 12 TBA PR

The Vietnam War: A Documentary Reader Miller 9781405196772 20 99.95 CL
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The Vietnam War: A Documentary Reader Miller 9781405196789 20 39.95 PR

The Ways We Think: From the Straits of 
Reason to the Possibilities of Thought

Williams 9781119129561 29 34.95 PR

The Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of Family 
Studies, 4 Volume Set

Shehan 9780470658451 38 650.00 CL

The Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of Race: 
Ethnicity and Nationalism

Stone, 
Dennis, 
Rizova, 
Smith, Hou

9781405189781 5 795.00 CL

The Wiley Blackwell Handbook of Judgment 
and Decision Making, 2 Volume Set

Keren, Wu 9781118468395 33 350.00 CL

The Wiley Handbook of Contextual 
Behavioral Science

Zettle, 
Hayes, 
Barnes-
Holmes, 
Biglan

9781118489567 31 195.00 CL

The Wiley Handbook of Developmental 
Psychology in Practice: Implementation  
and Impact

Durkin, 
Schaffer

9781405163361 35 195.00 CL

The Wiley Handbook of Personality 
Assessment

Kumar 9781119173441 36 195.00 CL

The Wiley Handbook on the Psychology  
of Violence

Cuevas 9781118303153 30 195.00 CL

The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to World 
Christianity

Sanneh, 
McClymond

9781405153768 37 224.95 CL

Thinking Philosophically: An Introduction  
to the Great Debates 

Roochnik  9781119067252 28 99.95 CL

Thinking Philosophically: An Introduction  
to the Great Debates 

Roochnik 9781119067078 28 29.95 PR

Thinkquiry Toolkit 1: Reading and Vocabulary 
Strategies for College and Career 
Readiness,  2nd Edition

PCG 
Education

9781119127512 17 29.95 PR

U.S. Interventions in Latin America and the 
Caribbean: A Short History

McPherson 9781118953990 21 94.95 CL

U.S. Interventions in Latin America and the 
Caribbean: A Short History

McPherson 9781118954003 21 29.95 PR

Wiley Handbook of Learning Technology Rushby, 
Surry

9781118736432 7 195.00 CL

Wine Production and Quality, 2nd Edition Grainger, 
Tattersall

9781118934555 23 110.00 CL

Woodcock-Johnson IV: Reports, 
Recommendations, and Strategies 

Mather, Jaffe 9781118860748 32 124.95 PR
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